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Abstract

This thesis considers the possibility of a novel propagation mechanism of vapour

cloud explosions. The hypothesis is based on the potential of forward thermal radi-

ation from hot combustion products to initiate combustion ahead of the main flame

front by igniting particles suspended in the unburnt gas mixture. The formation of

such local ignition events may cause an augmented explosion.

An experimental investigation is described in which a laser source is used to heat

various types of particles in flammable butane-air mixtures. It is found that fine pow-

ders can ignite an adjacent charge upon irradiation. Ignition times are established

for a range of particles with widely different characteristics (size, type, morphology,

etc.). In particular, ignition times scales ' 100 ms could be obtained at an irradi-

ance of 600 kW/m2 using glass substrates coated with a carbon black.

The relationship between absorption-emission properties of different powders is in-

vestigated further by determining particle temperatures under relevant radiation

levels using time-resolved emission spectroscopy. Two different ignition regimes

were observed, ignition temperatures appeared to be constant for non-reactive sil-

icon carbide, while for reactive powders, temperature appeared to be not the sole

ignition criterion.

In response to the lack of radiation measurements for large scale premixed systems,

a tool is developed for estimating the radiation flux emitted from such systems

along with the corresponding level of irradiance posed on particles raised in the

unburnt gas mixture. This information permits an assessment of the potential role

of forward thermal radiation on the flame propagation. The comparison of such

theoretical estimates with the experimentally measured ignition time data is vital

for evaluation purposes. The analysis shows that the estimated and required fluxes

are comparatively close and, hence, the proposed flame propagation mechanism is

credible.
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sponding to a stoichiometric methane, ethane and ethylene-air mix-

ture respectively. Flame modelled as a square source (Lchar = 10 m).

Horizontal line represents the minimum radiation flux necessary to

induce ignitions times below 100 ms as reported in Chapter 4. . . . . 155
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Nomenclature

Latin Symbols, uppercase

A Surface area of Body

Ai Area at inner cutoff

Ao Area at outer cutoff

A1 Surface area of Body 1

A2 Surface area of Body 2

D Diameter

F1−2 Geometric view factor between flame and particle

H Cloud height

I Incident irradiance

Io Incident irradiance at x = 0

P Total power emitted from a blackbody

Q1−2 Heat transfer by radiation from Body 1 to Body 2

R Cloud radius

ReT Turbulence Reynolds number

L Optical path length

Lchar Characteristic length

LI Integral length scale

LK Kolmogorov length scale

T Temperature

Tad Adiabatic flame temperature

Tb Temperature of burnt products

Ti Temperature of reactants

TFit Best fit of theoretical spectra
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Latin Symbols, lowercase

b Wien’s displacement constant

c Speed of light in Eq. (5.1)

c Constant in Eq. (6.2)

c2 Planck’s second constant

d50 Powder median particle size

fv Soot volume fraction

h Planck constant

k Soot infrared-average optical constant in Eq. (6.3)

k Boltzmann constant in Eq. (5.1)

k Mean absorption coefficient in Eq. (6.8)

ks Soot-emission parameter

m̃ Soot refractive index

n Soot infrared-average optical constant

pCO2 Partial pressure of carbon dioxide

pH2O Partial pressure of water

pT Total mixture pressure

q2 Irradiance received by Body 2

x Distance from radiation source

xCO2 Carbon dioxide mole fraction

xH2O Water mole fraction

xi Species mole fraction

Greek Symbols

β Heat loss factor

ε Powder emissivity

εf Emissivity of a gas-soot mixture

εg Emissivity of gaseous combustion products

εs Soot emissivity

ελ(λ, T ) Emissivity of a non-blackbody

Eb Blackbody surface emissive flux

Ef Flame surface emissive flux
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Greek Symbols

E ′b(λ, T ) Planck’s radiation law

E ′λ(λ, T ) Spectral radiance from a non-blackbody

λ Wavelength

λmax Wavelength of maximum irradiance

π mathematical constant

ρb Density of burnt gas

ρu Density of unburnt gas

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

τign Average ignition time

τign, Ace Average ignition time of Acetylene black

τign, FW1 Average ignition time of Colour FW1

τign, GN Average ignition time of natural graphite

τign, GS Average ignition time of synthetic graphite

τign, P35 Average ignition time of Printex 35

τign, P80 Average ignition time of Printex 80

τign, XE2B Average ignition time of Printex XE2-B

φ Equivalence ratio

Miscellaneous Symbols

C2H4 Ethylene

C2H6 Ethane

CH4 Methane

CO Carbon Monoxide

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

CS2 Carbon Disulfide

Cu2O Cuprous Oxide

CuO Cupric Oxide

Fe2O3 Ferric Oxide

Fe3O4 Black Iron Oxide

FeMnO3 Iron Magnanese Oxide

(FeMn)2O3 Iron Magnanese Oxide
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Miscellaneous Symbols

H2O Water

NOx Nitrous Oxides

O2 Oxygen

PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate)

SiC Silicon Carbide

SiO2 Silicon Dioxide

SO2 Sulphur Dioxide

SWNTs Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube

Abbreviations

ASEP Average Surface Emissive Power

BLEVE Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion

BR Blockage Ratio

CJ Chapman-Jouguet

CW Continuous Wave

DDT Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition

ES Emission Spectroscopy

EU European Union

FIR Far Infrared

GASEQ A Chemical Equilibrium Program for Windows

IEA International Energy Agency

LD Landau-Darrieus Instabilities

LIF Laser Induced Fluorescence

LPG Liquid Petroleum Gas

NGL Natural Gas Liquid

NIR Near Infrared

PIV Particle Image Velocimetry

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope

UVCE Unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosion

VCE Vapour Cloud Explosion

VIS Visible
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1 Introduction

The steady supply of energy is essential for economic development and energy se-

curity. The global transport of fuel from production sites around the globe and

subsequent storage has become a necessity. The UK as a member of the Euro-

pean Union (EU) and the International Energy Agency (IEA) is required to meet

certain oil stockholding requirements. For example, member states of the IEA are

obliged to hold emergency reserves equivalent to 90 days of net imports [7, 8]. This

includes both “primary products” (crude oil, natural gas liquid (NGL), refinery

feedstocks etc.) and refined products. Storage sites can be found at production

sites, manufacturing complexes and storage depots which often creates large energy

concentrations [9]. A vapour cloud explosion (VCE) is the hazard associated with

the transportation, handling, storage and production of flammable fluids [10,11].

1.1 Unconfined vapour cloud explosions

The accidental release of large amounts of a flammable gas or liquid and the sub-

sequent ignition can lead to a large scale fire, explosion or detonation. The direct

ignition of the fuel may, under certain conditions, result in a phenomenon called

flash fire [12]. This diffusion type flame initiates at the outer boundary of the fuel

cloud and propagates inwards as air entrains into the fuel. Given sufficient time, the

dispersed fuel can blend with the surrounding air creating a premixed fuel-air cloud

of explosive concentration. Upon ignition, the cloud burns freely with a relatively

slow flame, which under certain circumstances, can accelerate significantly leading

to transition to detonation [13]. Depending on the rate of energy release, pressure

waves may be produced that can propagate beyond the area covered by the cloud

causing devastating damages. The severity of the explosion is influenced by the
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chemical properties of the mixture, the geometry of the flame path, the quality of

mixing of the fuel with the oxidiser and the initiation energy [14]. The prevention

and mitigation of VCEs remain an important aspect of process safety due to their

potential catastrophic consequences.

Premixed flames are characterised by two distinct limiting propagation modes [15,

16]. The first one, known as deflagration, is controlled by the transfer of heat and

diffusion of species into the unburned region and features subsonic speeds. In defla-

grations, the velocity of the reactant gas ahead of the flame is governed by thermal

expansion and flame speeds can vary from a few meters to a few hundred meters

per second depending on various factors. The second mode, known as detonation,

is controlled by convection processes and the corresponding flame speed is super-

sonic relative to the unburned gas mixture. In this case, the chemical reaction is

induced by compression and the consequent elevated temperatures from a powerful

shockwave which is subsequently maintained by the combustion energy. Detonation

velocities of stoichiometric hydrocarbon-air mixtures are of the order of 2000 m/s.

The two propagation modes are characterised by very distinct flow patterns and

therefore, pressure levels. The pressure ratio associated with a Chapman-Jouguet

(CJ) detonation in air is of the order of 16 bar, contrary low-speed deflagrations do

not feature appreciable pressure changes [17,18].

In a laminar reacting flow, the velocity at which the flame propagates relative

to the flow, is known as the laminar burning velocity. The laminar flame speed is

the sum of the laminar burning velocity and the velocity of the flow. The burning

velocity is a mixture property and depends on the equivalence ratio, pressure and

initial temperature, and it is also influenced by the stretch caused by the flow.

On the other hand, the flame speed depends on the flow conditions. For most

hydrocarbons, the laminar burning velocity is in the region of 0.3 - 0.7 m/s [15,17].

The flame speed of a freely propagating spherical flame is equal to the product of

the burning velocity times the ratio of unburned to burned gas densities, known

as the expansion ratio (ρu/ρb). Moreover, unconfined spherical flames (without

obstructions) may exhibit a cellular flame structure due to Landau-Darrieus (LD)

instabilities [19]. These LD instabilities increase the flame surface area and the rate

of energy release and hence, the flame speed. Gostintsev et al. [20] proposed an

expression for calculating the flame speed as a function of the radius of the flame,

thermal diffusivity and laminar burning velocity that accounts for LD instabilities.
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Dorofeev [21,22] has proposed other flame self-acceleration mechanisms, however, in

the absence of obstructions acceleration is rather weak. Numerical and experimental

results reported from Molkov et al. [23] and Schneider and Pförtner [24], involving

a 10 m hemispherical (hemispherical) stoichiometric hydrogen-air cloud suggest a

maximum flame speed of 80 m/s and an over-pressure of 6 kPa.

Whilst detonations are far more devastating, fast turbulent deflagrations that do

not undergo transition to detonation, can still produce severe over-pressures and

hence, pose a significant hazard [13]. The above discussion raises the question how

fast deflagrations, observed in a number of incidents [25–27], can be produced. In

turbulent conditions the propagation rate is affected by the flow conditions (i.e. tur-

bulence intensity) as well as the reactivity of the mixture. Turbulence can increase

the flame speed by folding the flame front and thus increasing the flame area and

the fuel mass consumption [17]. Fast turbulent deflagrations are consistent with

estimates from incidents like the one at Flixborough (flame speeds in the range of

200 - 300 m/s) [11]. Furthermore, turbulent flame acceleration can also influence

transient deflagrations starting from stagnant conditions that may lead to the onset

of detonation. A detonation wave can be generated by turbulent flames traveling

at supersonic speeds, relative to a fixed observer [13]. Deflagrations and detona-

tions behave differently and as a result, fully developed detonations do not require

turbulence or confinement in order to propagate at high flame velocities. During a

deflagration, the reaction zone propagates at subsonic speeds and is always preceded

by a pressure wave that propagates at sonic velocities. In contrast, a detonation front

travels at supersonic velocities relative to the reactants, and as a result the shock-

wave is followed very closely by the reaction zone. Hence, the unburnt gas ahead of

the flame front is not disturbed by the detonation wave [28].

Researchers have looked into the way the burning process itself could increase

the turbulent kinetic energy [14, 29]. The presence of obstacles in the flame path

can accelerate premixed flames due to a positive feedback loop. Obstacles disturb

the flow of reactants (caused by the expansion of combustion products) generating

turbulence that enhances the burning rate which in turns causes further turbulence

in the unburnt gas mixture. The source of the increased burning rate is the enlarged

flame surface area due to the distortion from the vortex in the recirculation zone

behind an obstacle [30]. An array of obstacles along the flame path may facilitate

continuous flame acceleration since the initial flame acceleration behind an obsta-
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cle can boost the turbulence intensity at the succeeding obstacle causing further

flame acceleration. The influence of obstructions in confined geometries have been

investigated in a number studies [19, 31–35]. Increasing the blockage ratio (BR)

results to higher flame speeds due to higher turbulence generation, up to an optimal

point where the increased BR causes (partial) flame quenching and momentum loss

leading to flame deceleration. Consequently, mixtures are associated with an opti-

mum BR to achieve their maximum flame speed [31]. Under favourable conditions,

this flame acceleration mechanism can cause transition to detonation directly (e.g.

Lindstedt [36]) or lead to a quasi-stable strong deflagration phase which, depending

the propagation velocity and confinement (e.g. Lindstedt and Michels [37]), may

ultimately lead to detonation.

1.2 Current hypothesis

Other flame acceleration mechanisms concerned with two phase flows and radiative

heat transfer have also been reported. Lawes and Saat [38] have reported that

liquid fuel aerosols can feature increased flame speeds due to flame instabilities that

fold the flame front. Furthermore, Bradley et al. [9] mentioned that the forward

thermal radiation from combustion products on fine particulates in the unburned

region may give rise to higher flame speeds. Although, in a medium-sized methane-

air system seeded with fine graphite particles (Bradley et al. [39]) the radiative

transfer observed was relatively small, the effect may be significant with spatially

extended clouds of burnt products, characteristic of vapour cloud explosions, due

to the increased emissivity. Moore [17] and Moore and Weinberg [2, 3, 40] have

examined the hypothesis of increased propagation rates of vapour cloud explosions

caused by multi-point ignition of particles suspended in the unburnt gas mixture due

to the forward thermal radiation from the main flame front. They showed that loose

agglomerates of fine fibres can induce ignition of a surrounding explosive atmosphere

when heated by a CO2 laser source (20 W) at 10.6 µm wavelength. The time to

ignition was found to decrease with increasing irradiance. It was concluded that

particles suspended in a fuel-air mixture can cause ignition of the mixture when

strongly irradiated, e.g. by radiation from a large flame front or explosion.

Furthermore, Atkinson and Cusco [27] suggested that the high over-pressures

(> 200 kPa) observed at the 2005 Buncefield explosion, that cannot be justified
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by the moderate average flame speed of 150 m/s, may be explained assuming an

episodic/unstable flame propagation mode characterised with periods of sharp flame

acceleration punctuated by periods of moderate flame speeds. This is arguably only

plausible, if flammable pockets seeded with char-forming, porous particulates, could

be periodically radiatively ignited from the propagating combustion wave.

The purpose of current study is to investigate further the influence of radiative

heat transfer in large vapour cloud explosions and on the corresponding rate of flame

propagation. The possibility of different types of particulates, acting as initiators

of combustion in flammable mixtures when strongly irradiated e.g. by radiation

from a large flame front or explosion is examined. Laser light is used to simulate

the thermal radiation from a vapour cloud explosion in an attempt to establish

ignition times as a function of the nature of the particulate, the type of fuel, the

fuel concentration and exposed area.
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2 Critical review of previous work

on radiation heating

2.1 Statement of the problem

This study examines the ignition of fuel-air mixtures induced by radiatively heated

particles. Warnatz et al. [41] define induced ignition as the ignition of an explosive

mixture, that would not otherwise ignite, by an ignition source. A typical example

is the spark-ignition engine, where the homogenous fuel-air mixture is ignited locally

by means of a spark-plug. In induced ignition, a relatively small volume of flammable

mixture is heated up to a sufficiently high temperature causing local auto-ignition

followed by flame propagation through the adjacent fuel-air mixture. Therefore,

this study essentially examines an alternative ignition method, namely that of laser

irradiated particles in the form of fine powders.

Chemically inert particles that do not undergo any phase transformations at the

temperatures and pressures of interest, transfer heat to the surrounding charge via

conduction and convection. Hence, particles serve the energy transport by con-

verting laser radiation into an ignition energy. Heated particles emit also radiation

according to Planck’s radiation law. However, radiative heat transfer to the sur-

rounding charge is not appreciable since most of the fuel-air mixtures encountered

in practice are relatively transparent at wavelengths where the blackbody particle

radiation is emitted. Radiation heat loses do occur to the surrounding chamber

walls, thus, a degree of chamber size dependency would be expected. Reactive par-

ticles pose an additional complication due to chemical reactions occurring at the

interface with the surrounding charge. This can potentially assist or hinder igni-

tion, for example a strong exothermic reaction can contribute considerably to the
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Figure 2.1: Factors affecting radiation induced ignition.

ignition energy, or eliminate any ignition possibility by enriching the local equiva-

lence ratio out of the flammability limit. Moreover, the local flow conditions can

influence ignition by introducing convective heat losses between the target and the

adjacent mixture.

The various factors affecting radiation induced ignition can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Target properties influencing ignition include substrate properties, like the absorp-

tivity, thermal conductivity and diffusivity in addition to the coating surface prop-

erties such as the absorption characteristics and particle size. Another key factor is

the radiation source used since the relation between illumination wavelength(s) and

the absorption characteristics of the target will strongly affect the heating efficiency

along with the level of available energy as well as the size of the irradiated area.

Finally, ignition depends on the chemical properties of the surrounding mixture.

2.2 Radiative heating in non-explosive

atmospheres

Although the radiative ignition of flammable solid materials in a non-explosive atmo-

sphere is not the case of the current study some useful information can be obtained

from the available literature. Most fuel-air mixtures of practical interest have a

relative small fuel component and hence, their optical and thermal properties are
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very similar to those of air. Hence, transmittance and natural convection next to a

heated surface are not affected by the encompassing atmosphere.

Understanding how flammable materials ignite by radiation is important for fire

hazard prevention [42]. Significant work has been undertaken in the field of radiative

heating of organic particles. Hottel and Curtis [43] were interested in the results

of radiation from nuclear fireballs on solids such as polyester, plastics and wood.

Analogous work, but with a focus on fire research has been done by Simms [44,45],

Martin [46] and Kashiwagi [47]. Simms [44,45] used an image furnace with tungsten-

halogen filament to irradiate specimens, made from fibre insulating board, of 2 -

3 cm diameter and 1 cm thick. Martin [46] used an image furnace with a carbon

arc to illuminate α-cellulose sheets of similar dimensions with Simms [44, 45] while

Kashiwagi [47] ignited 7.5 cm square red oak specimens (1.75 cm thick) using a CO2

laser. Typical ignition times observed were 1 sec at 160 kW/m2 (fibre insulating

board, Simms [44,45]); 1.65 sec at 250 kW/m2 (α-cellulose sheets, Martin [46]) and

3.8 sec at 160 kW/m2 (red oak specimens, Kashiwagi [47]).

Upon illumination these combustible solids heat up and decomposition products

diffuse almost hemispherically around the irradiated spot. Ignition occurs when a

combustible pocket of volatiles-air reaches a sufficient temperature. Martin [46],

Simms [44, 45], Kashiwagi [47] reported that this temperature lies in the region of

400 - 600 oC. Species investigation of the volatile production of cellulosic materials

upon radiation, performed by Martin [46], showed large concentrations of CO2, H2O

and CO with lower amounts of H2, CH4, C2H4 and C2H6. Moore [17] has identified

that the phenomenon is based on the degree of production of volatiles, the degree

of temperature increase of the solid and the degree of mixing of volatiles with the

oxidiser.

Takahashi et al. [42] examined the ignition of cellulose in microgravity using to a

near (NIR) and far infrared (FIR) laser source while the sample angle, relative to

laser beam path, was varied. Decomposition products feature absorption bands in

the FIR thus the choice of a long laser wavelength enabled the simultaneous heating

of the gas and solid phase. Accordingly, the radiation angle had different effects

on the ignition of combustible matter for the two wavelengths used due to this

discrepancy in the gas heating process. Furthermore, FIR light gave rise to shorter

times to ignition due to the enhanced absorption of the solid phase compared with

the NIR. In a similar experiment in microgravity, Fujita et al. [48] ignited filter
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paper using an identical NIR source. Mach-Zehnder interferometry showed that the

level of O2 concentration intensifies the reaction close to the heated sample surface.

They reported that ignition of filter paper in the lack of any natural convection is

caused by conductive heating next to the illuminated spot which induces internal

reactions in the gas phase. Olson et al. [49] ignited cellulosic material during space

shuttle missions with a tungsten-halogen lamp. In the absence of buoyancy induced

flow prompt ignition was observed, this was credited to the extended residence time

of hot pyrolysis vapours adjacent to the illuminated spot.

Several other studies featured non-piloted ignition of poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA) by radiation. Kashiwagi [47] investigated the autoignition of a PMMA

sheet induced by illumination with a CO2 laser while Takashi and Kashiwagi [50]

assessed the transmittance of the decomposition plume relative to the FIR laser

wavelength. Further experimental [51] and numerical [52–54] work has shown that

the strong absorption of the incident FIR radiation by the pyrolysis gas plays an

important role in the ignition behaviour. Takashi and Kashiwagi [51] ignited PMMA

and red oak samples irradiated with CO2 laser light. Horizontally mounted samples

featured efficient heating of the decomposition plume which was raised by natural

convention into the direction of the laser beam path in contrast to vertical sam-

ples where the interaction between the light and plume was much less pronounced.

Shorter ignition times were obtained with the same irradiance with horizontal sam-

ples. The authors also reported that the sample and laser spot size influence the

time to ignition and minimum irradiance for required for ignition.

Nakamura et al. [55] carried out experiments with irradiated PMMA sheets in

microgravity reporting two distinct ignition modes. Ignition was initially observed

on the side facing the laser beam followed by a transition to the opposite side through

an opening that was created from the gasification of the irradiated area. Gotoda

et al. [56] examined the effects of buoyancy on the transition between these two

ignition modes by changing the sample orientation in normal gravity whilst keeping

the irradiation angle normal to the sample. On the irradiated side, shortest ignition

times were observed with a horizontal sample illuminated from below and generally a

peak in times was observed with vertical orientation. On the backside, samples of 0.2

mm thickness exhibited shorter ignition times when illuminated from top than below,

while 0.5 mm failed to ignite when illuminated from below. The authors argued that

this was a result of buoyancy induced flow that carried combustion products from the
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irradiated side through the opening on the sample causing dilution. Nakamura and

Kashiwagi [57] investigated the same problem numerically reporting similar ignition

delay trends as Gotoda et al. [56].

Useful information can also be obtained from the area of wildfire research. Pitts

[58] ignited various types of fresh and dry leaves using a cone calorimeter. The

maximum radiation flux applied was 50 kW/m2 and the corresponding ignition times

were about 10 s. Grishin [59] ignited a range of combustible forest materials with a

xenon lamp using radiation densities of up to 2,500 kW/m2. Shortest ignition times

for fresh cedar neddles in air were 750 ms, for dry cedar, pine and fir-tree needles

250 ms and for moss and lichen 125 ms. These times could also be obtained with

a radiation flux of 1,000 kW/m2 and any further intensity increase did not reduce

ignition delay dramatically. Further information on the ignition of flammable solids

can be found in reviews by Atreya [60], Welker [61], Steward [62] and Kanury [63].

In a practical vapour cloud explosion, the emitted radiation is believed to be

much higher. Moore and Weinberg [40] suggested that the blackbody radiation,

at stoichiometric flame temperatures, is of the order of 1 MW/m2. Also, ignition

time scales must be sufficiently short, relative to the rate of propagation, in order

to facilitate ignition well ahead of the main flame front. Whilst, in most of the

aforementioned studies, the level of radiation and ignition times are not consistent

with the objective of the current study, they provide useful information on the

heating behaviour and the influence of the flow conditions adjacent of an irradiated

surface.
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Table 2.1: A list of studies of ignition of irradiated samples in air
Reference Samples Radiation

Source
Remarks

Fujita et al. [48] Filter
paper

Laser: 10.6 µm,
800 nm

Found that in the absence of buoyancy and ab-
sorption in the gas phase, ignition is controlled by
the conductive heating of the gas phase.

Fujita et al. [42] Filter
paper

Laser: 10.6 µm,
800 nm

Varied the angle of illumination using two laser
wavelengths. The FIR wavelength showed a strong
dependency on the laser beam path due to the ab-
sorption in the decomposition plume.

Nakamura et al.
[55]

PMMA Laser: 10.6 µm Experiments and simulations in microgravity. Two
separate ignition events observed, frontside and
backside ignition. Backside ignition occurred when
a hole was produced through the sample due to the
local consumption (gasification) of the sample via
continuous laser irradiation.

Kashiwagi [47] PMMA
and Red
Oak

Laser: 10.6 µm Investigation of solid fuel ignition.

Takashi and
Kashiwagi [50]

PMMA
and Red
Oak

Laser: 10.6 µm Assessed the transmittance of FIR laser light
through the decomposed plume.

Takashi and
Kashiwagi [51]

PMMA
and Red
Oak

Laser: 10.6 µm,
Radiant Panel

Ignited horizontal and vertical PMMA and red oak
samples irradiated at a right angle. Identified that
the sample size, irradiated area, surrounding atmo-
sphere and sample orientation affected ignition.
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Table 2.1: A list of studies of ignition of irradiated samples in air
Reference Samples Radiation

Source
Remarks

Oslon et al. [49] Cellulose
fuel
sample

Tungsten Halo-
gen Lamp

Experiments in microgravity; in the absence of
natural convection, ignition was more readily ob-
served because hot pyrolysis remained adjacent to
irradiated spot.

Nakamura and
Kashiwagi [57]

PMMA Laser: 10.6 µm Varied the sample orientation whilst having the
beam always normal to the target. Quantified the
relative contribution of diffusion, radiation, con-
vection and reaction on ignition.

Hiroshi et al. [56] PMMA Laser: 10.6 µm Varied the sample orientation whilst having the
beam always normal to the target. Schlieren im-
ages of the plume evolution.

Tzung-Hang et
al. [54]

PMMA Cone calorime-
ter

At the instant of ignition, the surface temperature
reached a saturation temperature of about 650 to
680 K, corresponding to a large pyrolysis rate in
the thermogravimetric test.

Park and Tien
[53]

Solid
fuel

- A numerical simulation which confirmed that the
decomposition products attenuate the incident ra-
diation.

Blasi et al. [52] Polymeric
material

- Numerical results suggest that ignition process
takes place in the gas phase in a premixed fash-
ion, followed by the transition to a diffusion flame.

Pitts [58] Fresh
and dry
leaves

Cone calorime-
ter

The shortest ignition times were 10 s with an irra-
diance of 50 kW/m2.
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Table 2.1: A list of studies of ignition of irradiated samples in air
Reference Samples Radiation

Source
Remarks

Grishin [59] Various
types of
leaves

Xenon lamp Established ignition times at very high irradiance
( ≤ 2500 kW/m2).
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2.3 Ignition of fuel-air mixtures by radiatively

heated particles

Radiatively heated particles can ignite an adjacent fuel-air mixture. This is of po-

tential interest in the context unconfined vapour cloud explosions and use of optical

fibres in flammable atmospheres since light emanating from a faulty system can ini-

tiate an explosion. Previous work carried out in the field of radiative ignition dealt

with the ignition of organic particles in air and ignition of explosive atmospheres by

flammable and non-flammable particulates.

Lewis and von Elbe [64] state that every fuel-air mixture within the flammability

limits has a critical minimum ignition energy. Ignition is controlled by the propensity

of the target material to absorb a critical amount of energy by thermal radiation

and thus dictacted by its absorption characterists in respect to the illumination

wavelength [2]. Relatively small particles will vaporise before acquiring the minimum

ignition energy. Moore [17] determined this limiting size for radiatively heated

alumina and carbon particles in methane-air mixtures. The results were obtained

by performing an energy balance between the minimum ignition energy of methane

and the energy content of particles at the onset of vaporisation. According to the

author, the minimum size for carbon and alumina particles was found in the region

of 30 - 80 µm depending on the mixture stoichiometry since the minimum ignition

energy varies with fuel composition. Similar results, in terms of particle size, can be

found by Liebman et al. [65] where combustible atmospheres were ignited by means

of laser irradiated aluminium and magnesium particles.

2.3.1 Ignition of fuel-air mixtures by radiatively heated

combustible particles

Moore and Weinberg [3, 17, 40] demonstrated that loose agglomerates of fine fibres

can induce ignition of a surrounding explosive charge when irradiated by a CO2 laser

(20 W) at 10.6 µm wavelength. Fibrous targets, refer to packed spherical particles of

1 - 2 mm in diameter, made up from 20 µm cotton wool fibres. This fibrous structure

gives rise to high rates of temperature rise and volatile production compared to

solid spheres and enhances the rate of heat transfer to the surrounding atmosphere

due to the increased surface area. The relation between radiation flux with the
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time to ignition was established in a stoichiometric propane-air mixture. Cinematic

images revealed that ignition of the adjacent gaseous fuel-air mixture occurred at the

interface of the volatiles plume. Takashi and Kashiwagi [51] showed that decomposed

products from the samples used absorbed the 10.6 µm laser radiation. Hence, it has

been speculated that the volatiles from cotton targets may cause light attenuation

leading to (i) a reduction of irradiance on the target and (ii) heating of the gas phase;

the two processes would counter-effect each other. However, calculations based on

Beer’s law indicate insignificant attenuation due to the comparative small mass of

fibrous particles.

Moore and Weinberg [2] investigated further the influence of the spectral absorp-

tivity of the target material by swapping the infrared laser light with an image

furnace fitted with a visible (VIS) tungsten-halogen lamp. Under identical condi-

tions, longer ignition times and higher levels of minimum radiation flux for ignition

were obtained with the visible light. When these combustible cotton particles were

blackened with lamp black, a type of carbon black, the response to visible light

changed significantly leading to almost identical ignition times with the FIR light.

In reality, the concept of how white or black a body is in the visible spectrum

does not reveal any information about its absorptivity in the FIR. At these long

wavelengths something which appears black to the eye (i.e. visible spectrum) might

exhibit low absorption and vice versa. Finally, the packing density of these cotton

fibrous particles posed another limiting factor, loosely packed particles turned into

ash too quickly before igniting the mixture while highly packed particles behaved

like solids, hence, ignition was rarely observed. Overall, results obtained from this

study suggest that radiatively heated particles packed from combustible fibres can

induce ignition of an adjacent mixture when strongly irradiated, e.g. by radiation

from a large flame front.

Further information on radiation induced ignition of fuel-air mixture can be found

in the field of safe use of fibre optic systems in explosive atmospheres. These systems

feature smaller illumination areas and targets than those associated with a prop-

agating explosion. An ignition laser power rather than an incident irradiance was

found to be the governing parameter. Ignition could be induced by a single particle

or a coating made of numerous fine particles on the fibre tip. Dubaniewicz et al. [66]

used a 803 nm pigtail fibre laser to ignite 5 - 10 %vol methane-air mixtures with

two types of coal particles coated on fibres of 200, 400, 800 µm core diameter. Very
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fine coal dust particles of 3 µm median diameter were coated at fibre tip using an

inert lubricant to facilitate adhesion while single coal particles with sizes similar to

the fibre core where fixed at the end of the fibre. Smaller core sizes led to lower

minimum ignition power. Moreover, for ignition by a single particle, the minimum

laser power increased with the particle size, however, it is not clear whether this was

a result of the particle or the fibre core size since the two were varied simultaneously.

A single coal particle of 425 - 500 µm exhibited the same minimum ignition power

with fine particles when coated on a 400 µm fibre. Also, it is worth mentioning that

no ignition could be obtained using a very fine graphite particles coated on the same

fibre.

Dubaniewicz [67] attempted unsuccessfully to ignite methane-air mixtures (8 %vol)

with 38 - 45 µm coal particles coated on a 9 µm core fibre carrying light from a

1064 nm continuous wave (CW) laser. Hills et al. [68] ignited methane and hydrogen-

air mixtures using single coal particles of 38 - 500 µm held at the end of an optical

fibre. Similarly, various fibre core sizes were tested coupled to a 1064 nm Nd:Yag con-

tinuous wave laser. The minimum laser power increased with both the fibre core

and particle size. Moreover, a dependency on the mixture stoichiometry was also

reported. Zhang et al. [69] explored the ignition of a hydrogen-air mixture by a sin-

gle radiatively heated coal particle. Three distinct ignition regimes were identified:

a) both the particle and charge ignite; b) the particle combusts without inducing

an ignition of the adjacent mixture and c) neither the mixture nor the particle ig-

nite. The relation between the limiting ignition laser power and particle size was

established. It was concluded that particle ignition depends on the particle surface

area, thus, providing a hint to heat transfer processes. On the other hand, mixture

ignition appeared to depend, in addition to heat transfer, on other factors.

Furthermore, Hawksworth [70] ignited a 4 %vol pentane-air mixture with a range

of combustible materials coated on a 400 µm fibre carrying 803 nm laser light. Pow-

ders were applied in the form of a paste obtained after mixing particles with water

and a ceramic binder. Although prompt ignition was obtained, reactive particles,

perhaps surprisingly, resulted to higher minimum ignition power than black iron

oxides (FeMnO3).
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2.3.2 Ignition of fuel-air mixtures by radiatively heated

non-combustible particles

Ignition of flammable atmospheres by hot inert particles has been explored by a

number of researchers. Silver [71] and Paterson [72] simulated ignition by hot mov-

ing particles. Their calculations involved hot spherical quartz and ’aged’ platinum

particles of 1 - 2 mm moving through stationary flammable mixtures of coal gas-air

and pentane-air, at velocities of 1 - 4 m/s. Results suggested that temperatures

above 1000 oC are necessary for ignition and that particles of smaller diameters

required higher temperatures. Coward and Guest [73] performed an experimental

investigation on ignition using electrically heated strips of platinum and nickel in

combustible mixtures. The minimum ignition temperature decreased with the source

size, while for sizes below 10 mm significantly higher temperatures were necessary.

Moore and Weinberg [2,3,17,40] have also explored the ignition by small spherical

particles made from a synthetic non-combustible fibre (5 µm, Kaowool). Ignition

of flammable mixtures was achieved using a CO2 laser. Both the lower minimum

radiation flux and ignition times were determined and compared to combustible par-

ticles made from cotton fibres. Equilibrium temperatures measurements of Kaowool

in air suggested that the minimum particle surface temperature for ignition of a

propane-air mixture was about 1000 oC which is well above its auto-ignition tem-

perature. Using particles larger than 1 mm, results became independent of the

particle size while smaller particles could not cause ignition. In visible light, plain

Kaowool particles did not cause ignition contrary to uncoated cotton particles that

could cause ignition – both materials appear white and hence they are expected to

feature low absorptivity in the visible spectrum. Ignition could only be obtained

once these particles were coated with lamp black. The ability of fibrous targets to

promptly ignite mixtures was credited to the efficient absorption of radiation and

the very good heat transfer to the adjacent mixture due to the large particle sur-

face. Additionally, Scott and Smith [74], suggested that fibrous structures appear to

suppress convective heat losses which, as shown by Kumar [75], may hinder ignition

of flammable mixtures near heated surfaces.

Furthermore, combustible and inert particles responded differently to changes in

mixture stoichiometry. In more detail, while ignition could be readily obtained

across the whole flammability range of propane-air using inert targets, no ignition

could obtained above a certain equivalence ratio with combustible targets. It have
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been speculated that volatiles evolving from particles that are combustible in na-

ture may enrich the mixture locally above the flammability limit and thus prevent

ignition. In terms of ignition times, both particle types exhibited shorter times in

leaner mixtures while inert particles showed consistently shorter times than their

combustible counterparts.

Moreover, Moore and Weinberg [2] also explored the effect of the local flow con-

ditions around the illuminated particle. Changing the laser orientation relative to

the gas flow direction did not lead to any appreciable differences in results, as did

the effect of relative velocity between the gas and particle. Ignition times increased

only when the superficial gas velocity became greater than 1.5 m/s and the effect

was more pronounced at lower irradiance where convective cooling was prominent.

Adler et al. [4], and Carleton and Weinberg [76] reported that the minimum radia-

tion flux for methane-air ignition (CO2 laser irradiated Kaowool, stoichiometric con-

centration) was 167 kW/m2, for pentane-air 112 kW/m2, for ethane-air 87 kW/m2,

for hydrogen-air 80 kW/m2 and for propane-air 110 kW/m2. Instead of spherical

particles, two dimensional Kaowool mats were used in that investigation producing

identical results. Steady state temperature measurements showed that CO2 laser ir-

radiated white Kaowool were at least 100 K hotter, at 200 kW/m2, than blackened

Kaowool illuminated with 1.06 µm light, suggesting substantially higher absorp-

tion in the FIR spectrum. Measurements of the quenching diameter of hydrogen-air

mixtures were carried out by illuminating Kaowool mats coated with carbon powder

with light from an argon laser. The laser power was adjusted to a level sufficiently

higher than the minimum ignition energy of the mixture and the beam diameter was

gradually reduced until no ignition could be observed. Quenching diameters were

found to vary from 0.8 mm at 17 %vol hydrogen-air, to 2.8 mm at 9.5 %vol while

traditional spark ignition data obtained from Lewis and von Elbe [64] vary from

0.8 mm and 1.5 mm respectively. Moreover, it was observed that the minimum level

of irradiance increased sharply, while the critical power stayed constant for ignition

using relatively small beam areas. Carleton and Weinberg [76] showed that this may

be expressed as an ignition energy varying linearly with time and area. Irradiance

was found to be the prominent ignition criterion if the illuminated area was large

compared to the quenching distance of the hydrocarbon-air mixture.

Dubaniewicz et al. [66] and Dubaniewicz [67, 77] studied the ignition of various

fuel-air mixtures induced by laser light (1064 nm) emanating from optical fibres
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of 62.5 to 2000 µm. Target materials included black iron oxide (Fe3O4) and iron-

manganese oxide particles ((FeMn)2O3) coated at the fibre tip using a ceramic ad-

hesive. Iron oxide exhibits marginally higher absorption than coal particles in the

visible and infrared. The use of the ceramic binder, improved the reproducibility

of the experiment and also reduced the critical laser power necessary for ignition.

Using these inert targets the minimum ignition power was lower than coal, toner and

other combustible particles. As mentioned earlier, Hawkworth [70] made a similar

observation with iron-manganese oxides (FeMnO3) and other combustible materi-

als using light of 803 nm. In general, an increase in the necessary critical laser

power with the beam size was observed, apart for very small beam sizes where the

power appeared to level off. For methane-air mixtures the lowest threshold power

was observed at lean concentrations while for butane- and propane-air mixtures

the minimum was recorded towards fuel-rich concentrations. Dubaniewicz [67] sug-

gested that non-combustible particles with good absorption characteristics relative

to the laser wavelength could be ignited with the lowest laser power. Ignition times

appeared to decrease with increasing laser power [77], propane led to lower times

than methane and the lowest, equal to 45 ms, was obtained for a 5 %vol propane-air

mixture with iron-oxides coated on a 9 µm fibre. Theoretical and experimental re-

sults reported from Zhang et al. [78] suggest that non-reactive sand particles require

higher radiation to cause ignition of an explosive atmosphere than combustible coal

particles. Stamatov et al. [79] ignited methane-air mixtures with inert polycrys-

talline alumina particles of 320 and 480 µm heated by visible light of 514.5 nm. The

time to ignition was found to be inversely proportional to the radiation flux while

minimum ignition times were obtained at unit stoichiometry.

Welzel et al. [80] examined the ignition of various fuel-air mixtures using fibres of

400 and 62.5 µm core, coated with black iron-manganese oxides (FeMnO3). They

reported that for methane-air, the minimum laser power increased linearly with the

fibre core size while a plateau could be seen at diameters below 100 µm. More-

over, ignition could be obtained across the whole flammability range of propane-air.

Another important finding was that the minimum ignition power was reduced with

increasing the initial mixture temperature. This may have important implications

on large vapour cloud explosions, where, compression from over-pressures formed

may increase the initial temperature in the unburned region. A limiting value of

35 mW or 5 kW/m2 was suggested to avoid ignition of fuel-air mixture at ambi-
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ent conditions using for non-reactive targets. Bothe et al. [81] studied the ignition

of carbon disulphide (CS2)-air mixtures via optically heated iron oxide particles.

Whilst the auto-ignition temperature of CS2 is much lower than fuels relevant to

practical incidents and quantitative comparisons cannot be made, this study also

highlighted the importance of a sufficiently large spot size.
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Table 2.2: A list of studies of radiative ignition of fuel-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Dubaniewicz
[67]

0.6 µm (FeMn)2O3,
0.4 µm Fe3O4 and
38 - 45 µm coal dust
particles coated at
fibre tip in CH4-air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibres: 9 - 1500
µm

Measured the minimum laser power
required for ignition.

Dubaniewicz
[77]

0.4 µm Fe2O3 par-
ticles coated at fi-
bre tip in C4H10-
and C3H8-air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibres: 62.5 -
2000 µm

Measured the minimum laser
power/irradiance required for ig-
nition; for areas larger than 1 mm
irradiance appeared to become the
ignition criterion.

Dubaniewicz
et al. [66]

0.4 µm Fe3O4 and
3 µm coal particles
coated at fibre tip
in CH4-air

Laser: 803 nm,
Fibres: 200 - 800
µm

Measured the minimum laser power
necessary for ignition using various
particle type/coating/fibre diameter
combinations.

Moore and
Weinberg [3]

1 mm spheres made
from 5 µm and 20
µm Kaowool and
Cotton wool fibres
in C3H8-air

Laser: 10.6 µm,
3 mm spot

Established ignition times as a
function of irradiance and mixture
strength.

Moore and
Weinberg [2]

1 mm Kaowool and
Cotton wool spheres
made from 5 µm
and 20 µm fibres in
C3H8-air

Laser: 10.6 µm,
3 mm spot, Im-
age furnace

Established ignition times in various
fuel-air mixtures, investigated the in-
fluence of local flow conditions and il-
lumination wavelength used.
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Table 2.2: A list of studies of radiative ignition of fuel-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Adler et
al. [4]

Kaowool mats
coated with lamp
black and SiC in
C3H8- and H2-air

Laser: 514 nm,
1.06 and 10.6
µm

Investigated the influence of
absorption-emission properties of
target material on ignition time. The
laser irradiance used became the
critical ignition criterion for areas
larger than the quenching distance of
the fuel-air.

Carleton
and Wein-
berg [76]

- Laser: 633 nm,
1064 nm, (multi-
line) Ar-Ion,
10.6 µm, Fibres:
50 & 100 µm

When the beam area is small, temper-
ature is always high thus, the limiting
parameter is the laser energy. If the
area is large, temperature is the sole
ignition criterion which is controlled
by the radiation flux.

Welzel et
al. [80]

(FeMn)2O3 particles
coated at fibre tip
in C3H8- and CH4-
air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibres: 62 & 400
µm

Established minimum laser powers for
various fuel-air mixtures/fibre diame-
ters. recommended a safe operating
point: below 35mW or 5mW/mm2.

Beyer and
Markus [82]

FeMnO3 with optical
gel in C3H8-, C2H4-,
C5H12 and H2-air

1064nm Measured particle surface tempera-
tures required for ignition by a single
particle.

Bothe et
al. [81]

(FeMn)2O3 in CS2-
air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Xenon arc lamp

Reported that if the irradiated area
is sufficiently large the phenomenon is
controlled by the irradiance.
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Table 2.2: A list of studies of radiative ignition of fuel-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Stamatov et
al. [79]

320 and 480 µm sin-
gle alumina particles
(iron oxide + silicon
dioxide) in CH4-air

Laser: 514 nm Established ignition times as a func-
tion of irradiance.

Zhang et
al. [78]

19 - 375 µm sin-
gle coal particle, in-
ert sand particle in
H2- and CH4-air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibres: 50 - 100
µm

Higher laser power was yield neces-
sary for ignition using inert particles
compared to reactive coal.

Hills et
al. [68]

38 - 500 µm single
coal particle in H2-
and CH4-air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibres: 50 - 100
µm

Established relation between mini-
mum laser power for ignition and par-
ticle size for ignition by a single par-
ticle.

Zhang et
al. [69]

19 - 375 µm sin-
gle coal particle, in-
ert sand particle in
H2-air

Laser: 1064 nm,
Fibre: 100 µm

Identified three distinct ignition
regimes: (i) particle & charge igni-
tion; (ii) particle ignition (no charge
ignition) and (iii) no particle or
charge ignition.

Hawksworth
[70]

FeMgO3 coated at
fibre tip across the
whole flammability
limits of 9 different
fuels

Laser: 803 nm,
Fibre: 400 - 1500
µm

Established the most hazardous con-
centration for each fuel.
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2.4 Ignition of hybrid dust-gas-air mixtures

Another combustion system that is of interest is that of hybrid dust-gas-air mixtures.

These mixtures have been studied due to their potential to produce unexpected

hazards scenarios. For example, the addition of coal dust in a methane-air mixture,

that is initially below the flammability limit, might allow combustion of the dust-gas-

air mixture. In conventional dust explosions, a combustible fine powder is dispersed

in air forming an explosive heterogenous cloud. An initially flammable gas mixture

is not necessary given a sufficient particle loading. The minimum ignition energy of

a heterogenous cloud is usually much higher compared to a homogenous mixture. In

hybrid mixtures, an energy source may ignite the gas phase and, in turn, the heat

release may ignite the dust.

Sabard et al. [83] and Denkevits [84] investigated the explosion properties of H2-

O2-N2-graphite mixtures in spherical bombs, the second study showed that for cer-

tain hydrogen-air concentrations the presence of graphite increased the explosion

over-pressure. Furthermore, Chen et al. [85] and Liu et al. [86] focused on the com-

bustion behaviour of coal dust-methane-air mixtures in a vertical rectangular cham-

ber. Garcia-Agreda et al. [87] measured the explosivity of nicotinic acid-methane-air

mixtures, while Sanchirico et al. [88] studied mixtures of acetone-nicotinic acid-air.

Di Benedetto et al. [89] and Amyotte et al. [90] examined the effect of the powder

particle size on polyethylene dust clouds and hybrid mixtures respectively. Kosin-

ski et al. [91] explored the explosion properties of hybrid carbon black-propane-air

mixtures.

Furthermore, the interaction between coal particles with premixed flames has been

investigated by Xie et al. [92]. The addition of coal particles in the range of 50 -

90 µm into a lean premixed methane-air flame was found to decrease the flame speed

while the addition of finer particles (0 - 25 µm) increased the flame speed. As these

coal particles heat up, they release volatiles enriching the lean premixed mixture

and hence, causing an increase in the flame speed. However, the heat used for the

gasification process can cool the flame causing a heat sink effect which decreases the

flame temperature and consequently the flame speed. The higher gasification rates

and lower heat capacity of fine particles increase the flame speed.

The ignition of dust clouds by radiative heating of combustible particles has been

shown experimentally by Proust [93, 94]. Zevenbergen [95] examined the ignition

of single particles in air and dust-air clouds by a focused laser beam to establish
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minimum ignition energies and minimum ignition temperatures. Whilst a high ir-

radiance was yield necessary, this can be explained by the relatively small size of

the heated area (d < 1 mm). Proust [94] showed that the surface temperatures

necessary for ignition of a starch-air cloud decreased with the size of the irradiated

until a fixed value was reached for areas larger than 8 mm in diameter. Dust ex-

plosions require a relatively high dust concentration, however, they are of interest

in the context of the current study since a lower amount of dust may be heated by

radiation and ignite a surrounding homogeneous explosive atmosphere.

Nanosized material like, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) exhibit a num-

ber unusual properties one of which, reported by Ajayan et al. [96], is their propensity

to ignite in air upon exposure to an ordinary camera flash. Braidy et al. [97] discov-

ered iron oxides particles in the remaining products and Smits et al. [98] performed

a systematic investigation on this radiative ignition mechanism. Single-walled car-

bon nanotubes feature iron impurities originating from the Fe catalyst used in the

production process. Accordingly, samples containing normal production impurities,

purified samples and iron nano-particles were tested. Ignition was observed for both

the unpurified nanotube and iron particles while the SWNTs sample that contained

almost no iron impurities failed to ignite. Following these original discoveries, fur-

ther studies were performed in the context of potential applications in combustion.

Chehroudi and Danczyk [99], demonstrated the photo-ignition of liquid droplets

seeded with SWNTs in an oxygen rich environment. Chehroudi [100–102] filed two

patents covering the so called “distributed ignition” using SWNTs as ignition agents,

proposing that this phenomenon could be utilised in practical combustion applica-

tions like rocket and internal combustion engines. Distributed ignition refers to the

simultaneous, multi-point ignition of a flammable atmosphere via dispersed igni-

tion agents. This would relate to a volumetric rather to a traditional point ignition

(e.g. spark-plug). Chehroudi [102] reported that the irradiance required to ignite

these nanotube samples in air was 100 kW/m2 while Ajayan et al. [96] estimated

1 - 3 kW/m2. Whilst the root of this discrepancy it not clear, it should be mentioned

that due to the diffuse nature of the camera flash, estimating the applied irradiance

may not be trivial. Berkowitz and Oehlschlaeger [103] demonstrated the radiation

induced ignition of a homogeneous ethylene-air mixture using SWNTs with 70 %

impurities irradiated with a camera flash (1 - 3 kW/m2). The nanotubes were dis-

persed in the fuel-air mixture via an air driven injector and high speed imagining
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showed that ignition occurred spontaneously around these suspended particles. In

an ensuing study, Oehlschlaeger and co-workers [104] explored the effect of these ra-

diative ignition phenomenon on the deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) in

mixtures of C2H4-O2-N2. In this study, a sufficiently long tube was used to facilitate

successful DDT using both photo- and spark-induced ignition. Similarly, SWNTs

were suspended using a premixed injector and ignited via a flash. The volumet-

ric ignition led to enhanced flame acceleration and shorter DDT run-up distances

compared to a conventional point ignition.
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Table 2.3: A list of studies of ignition of hybrid dust-gas-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Garcia-Agreda
et al. [87]

CH4-nicotinic
acid-air in
spherical bomb

- Found different combustion regimes based on
gas-dust concentration.

Di-Benedetto et
al. [89]

Polyethylene
dust explosion

- Investigated the effect of particle size on dust
explosions.

Amyotte et
al. [90]

Polyethylene
dust in C2H4-,
C6H14-, C3H8-
air in spherical
bomb

- Investigated the effect of particle size on hy-
brid mixtures.

Kosinski et
al. [91]

Carbon black-
C3H8-air in
spherical bomb

- Measured explosion parameters.

Sanchirico et
al. [88]

Acetone-
nicotinic acid-
air in spherical
bomb

- Measured explosion parameters.

Denkevits [84] Graphite-H2-O2

in spherical
bomb

- The addition of graphite dust in ≥ 10 vol %
H2-air mixtures caused higher over-pressures.

Chen et al. [85] Coal dust-CH4-
air in vertical
chamber

- Photographic study of the combustion be-
haviour and flame structure.
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Table 2.3: A list of studies of ignition of hybrid dust-gas-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Liu et al. [86] Coal dust-CH4-
air in vertical
chamber

- Studied the flame propagation through the hy-
brid mixture.

Ajayan et al. [96] SWNTs in air Camera
flash

Photo-induced ignition of SWNTs in air using
a conventional camera flash.

Braidy et al. [97] SWNTs in air Camera
flash

Found iron oxide particles in the combustion
products.

Smits et al. [98] SWNTs, pu-
rified SWNTs
and Fe nano-
particles in
air

Camera
flash

SWNTs and Fe nano-particles ignited upon
exposure to a flash. However, SWNTs without
impurities did not ignite.

Chehroudi and
Danczyk [99]

SWNTs in liq-
uid fuel in oxy-
gen rich atmo-
sphere

Camera
flash

Photo-induced ignition of a liquid fuel droplet
containing suspended SWNTs in the liquid
phase.

Chehroudi [102] SWNTs in air Camera
flash

Explored the influence of the duration of the
flash exposure.

Berkowitz and
Oehlschlaeger [103]

SWNTs in
C2H4 − air

Camera
flash

Photo-induced ignition of a premixed fuel-
air mixture via suspended SWNTs irradiated
with a camera flash. Photographic evidence of
distributed ignition.
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Table 2.3: A list of studies of ignition of hybrid dust-gas-air mixtures
Reference System Radiation

Source
Remarks

Finigan et
al. [104]

SWNTs in
C2H4-O2-N2

Camera
flash

The volumetric (photo-induced) ignite mix-
tures featured higher flame acceleration and
shorter DDT run-up distance compared than
for mixtures ignited with a spark-plug.
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2.5 Summary of previous work

Fine particles have been used either in a single particle mode [68, 69, 78, 79] or as

powder coatings [66, 67, 77] at fibre tips in the context of ignition of an explosive

atmosphere with relative small irradiated areas. In these cases, the illuminated area

was much smaller than the quenching distance of the surrounding mixture and the

laser power was found to be the ignition criterion rather than the irradiance. Inves-

tigations concerned with the ignition with large heated areas included mostly plain

fibrous targets illuminated with FIR wavelengths [2,3]. Moreover, fine particles like

soot and silicon carbide have been used in order to enhance the absorptivity of other

target materials in form of a thin coating when exposed to VIS/NIR wavelengths [4].

The rate of heat transfer to the target is controlled by the overlap between of the

absorption spectrum of the material/powder and the emission spectrum of the ra-

diation source. In the current study, the emission spectrum of the radiation source

is determined by the temperature of the combustion products expected from pre-

mixed flames and hence, materials with good absorptivity in the VIS/NIR should

be ideally considered.

Furthermore, the powder particle size was found to be an important parameter

since it controls the rate of temperature rise. However, the particle size should also

be considered in combination with the overall heated area and surface temperature

necessary for igniting the surrounding charge. Laurendeau [105] has reported that for

thermal ignition of a flammable gaseous atmosphere by heated spheres, the surface

ignition temperature decreased with the size of the heated area until reaching a

constant value at approximately around 80 mm2. It therefore becomes apparent that

the illumination of very fine powders in flammable gas mixtures at comparatively

large irradiated areas should, in theory, feature favourable ignition characteristic in

the current context (i.e. short ignition time scale at moderate irradiance). This is key

to the proposed mechanism, since the plausibility of formation of local exothermic

centres ahead of the flame front will be determined by the ignition time scales

because particles need to be ignited well ahead of the propagating flame in order

to have a significant effect. Up to this point, this combustion system has been

rarely considered. Moreover, previous studies explored particles sizes in the range

of millimetres down to nanometres. Millimetre sized particles feature very high

thermal inertia and thus are expected to feature unrealistically long ignition times.

Consequently, in the present investigation, fine powders are defined those of micro-
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and nanometre particles.

Whilst a powder may consist of nanometer particles, in practice these tend to

agglomerate to larger bundles. Photographic evidence of the nanotube injected

cloud, from Berkowitz and Oehlschlaeger [103], suggests the presence of suspended

micrometre chunks rather than individual particles. Hence, although it would be

desirable to use nanometre-sized aggregates or even single nano-particles, in reality

this may not be trivial.

2.6 The present contribution

Previous sections have clearly demonstrated that particles heated by electromagnetic

radiation can induce ignition of a surrounding explosive atmosphere. However, the

preceding discussion has also highlighted areas of little further knowledge, especially,

on the ignition characteristics of fine powders in flammable gas mixtures when sub-

jected to intense radiation over comparatively large irradiated areas. The necessary

irradiance and associated time scales for ignition of fuel-air mixtures are of interest

in the context of unconfined vapour cloud explosions. In particular, it is essential

to identify the type of particles that may induce ignition by radiative heating ahead

of the main flame front. The objective of the current study is hence to examine the

possibility of fine powders acting as sufficiently swift initiators of combustion in ex-

plosive atmospheres as a result of illumination with moderate levels of radiation that

can occur naturally, e.g. from large vapour cloud explosions [1]. In view of the above

discussion, the present investigation is aimed at extending past efforts and under-

standing on the potential role of forward thermal radiation on the flame propagation

of unconfined vapour cloud explosions (UVCEs) in the following aspects:

1. A wide range of combustible and non-combustible target powders with differ-

ent absorption characteristics are examined in order to identify the type of

particles that can potentially act as initiators of combustion upon irradiation,

using a NIR laser source.

2. A systematic investigation is performed into the ignition time scales at different

boundary condition. Ignition times are established as function of the irradiance

and powder particle size. Moreover, the influence of convective heat losses are

considered as well as the effect of the mixture stoichiometry to assess the range
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of compositions of a fuel-air mixture that could be susceptible to radiative

ignition.

3. Particle thermometry is used to investigate further (i) the interplay between

the absorptivity and emissivity of individual powder, (ii) the influence of ir-

radiance on the corresponding heating behaviour of individual powders, and

(iii) determine particle surface temperatures necessary to induce ignition of an

adjacent charge. The experimentally obtained temporally resolved tempera-

ture information enables the simultaneous characterisation of ignition events

in terms of particle surface temperature in addition to the time to ignition.

4. The lack of radiation measurements in large premixed systems hinder the

assessment of the potential role of forward thermal radiation on the flame

propagation. In response, a computational tool is developed to estimate the

surface flux emitted from extended clouds of gaseous and particulate com-

bustion products and the corresponding level of irradiance posed on particles

likely to be suspended in the unburned gas mixture. The comparison of such

theoretical estimates with the experimentally measured ignition time data is

vital for evaluation purposes.

5. Also, a sensitivity analysis is carried out into the radiation emitted from vari-

ous fuel-air mixtures based on laminar flame calculations using detailed chem-

istry to account for variations in the equivalence ratio, pressure and heat losses.

The resulting spatial distribution of irradiance on particles present in the un-

burned gas mixture is calculated using appropriate view factors. Finally, the

influence of the flame temperature, size and geometry relative to the irradiated

particle is considered.

2.7 Thesis outline

The thesis is divided in five Chapters. The development of the experimental facility

used in the current study is presented in the following Chapter and results are

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. An analysis of the radiation emitted from relevant

combustion systems is discussed in Chapter 6. The thesis ends with the conclusions

and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the experimental facility and includes

details of the gas mixing system; radiation source and the method of measuring

the ignition times. The properties of target materials and configurations used are

discussed and assessed in relation to the proposed mechanism. The experimental

procedure is also described and evaluated.

Chapter 4 presents a systematic investigation into the time to ignition. The effect

of the irradiance, sample orientation and size of the irradiated area is discussed.

The influence of the target properties are studied using powders with widely dif-

ferent characteristics (type, size, morphology, etc.). In order to study the effect of

the gas reactivity, mixtures across the whole flammability range of butane-air are

investigated using both reactive and inert particles.

Chapter 5 presents the results from particle thermometry in radiative ignited

explosive mixtures. The details of the experimental technique and apparatus used

are assessed along with the relevant theory on emission spectroscopy. Equilibrium

temperatures measured for various carbon based powders at different irradiance and

their relevance on the corresponding ignition times are discussed. The influence of

irradiance on the heating behaviour of reactive and inert powders is investigated.

The particle surface temperatures necessary to induce ignition of a surrounding

charge are also estimated. Two different ignition regimes were observed depending

on the powder reactivity, ignition temperatures appeared to be constant for non-

reactive silicon carbide while for reactive powders temperature appeared to be not

the sole ignition criterion.

Chapter 6 features a generic study to estimate the radiation levels expected from

a large flame front during a vapour cloud explosion and examine the corresponding

forward thermal radiation posed on particles that are likely to be present in the

unburned gas mixture. The results obtained for gaseous and gaseous-particulate

products are presented and compared. Assuming a stoichiometric, squat methane-

air cloud of realistic unburnt height and unit emissivity, the spatial distribution of

irradiance in the unburned region is computed. Results suggest that radiation levels

necessary for sufficiently short ignition time scales as reported in Chapter 4 can be

readily obtained under certain circumstances.

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the main findings of the thesis and recommendations

for future research.
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3 Development of an experimental

facility

3.1 Review of previously used facilities

The experimental investigation of the ignition of fuel-air mixtures by laser irradiated

particulates requires (i) reproducible preparation of homogeneous fuel-air mixtures

of known composition; (ii) combustion initiation by radiatively heated particles;

(iii) accurate instrumentation to study the process and (iv) evaluation of the re-

producibility of results. The design of the an appropriate experimental facility is

strongly influenced by the parameters to be investigated, fulfilment of special require-

ments like optical access and the corresponding limitations imposed by diagnostic

devices.

In the current study, repeatability of results necessitated the use a stable light

source with precise knowledge of the onset of illumination, the optical energy deliv-

ered, dimensions of irradiated area and the synchronisation with the corresponding

instrumentation to enable the accurate determination of ignition times.

As discussed in Chapter 2, previous experimental investigations featured both

open and enclosed geometries. Moore and Weinberg [2, 3, 40] ignited particles sus-

pended on the mouth of a burner discharging premixed fuel-air mixture at low

gas velocities. Subsequent work carried out by Adler et al. [4] and Carleton and

Weinberg [76] utilised a water cooled porous plug burner and, similarly, candidate

targets were suspended in the slow flowing premixed fuel-air mixture. Knowledge of

the precise instant of illumination was achieved by means of a triggered mechanical

shutter while the onset of ignition was recorded initially by an ionisation probe and

subsequently a thermocouple.
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Dubniewicz and co-workers [66,67,77,106,107] used a 20 l explosion chamber with

optical access while target materials were coated at the end of optical fibres fixed to

the centre of the chamber. Hills et al. [68] and Zhang et al. [78] utilised a disposable

plastic box to confine the explosive atmosphere temporarily while particles were

adhered at the fibre tip. Stamatov et al. [79] illuminated particle suspended in the

centre of an explosion chamber with focused laser light. Hawksworth [70] and Welzel

et al. [80] attached investigated materials at the end of an optical fibre in vessels of

3 and 8 l respectively.

In the current study, an initially confined chamber, sealed with a thin aluminium

foil was used; upon ignition the pressure rise due to propagating flame ruptured

the foil preventing a significant pressure increase in the chamber. The method

allowed the use of partial pressures for mixture preparation which offers simplicity

and superior accuracy compared to measuring the corresponding flow of reactants

whilst avoiding the cost associated with high pressure explosion chambers. In the

following section, a detailed description of the experimental facility is provided.

3.2 Experimental facility

3.2.1 Experimental set-up

In the present study, the selection of the geometry and dimensions of the flame

tube for studying the ignition of fuel-air mixture by radiatively heated particles was

mainly influenced by the need for optical access to allow the illumination of targets

and imaging of the corresponding ignition events. The objective of the current study

was to explore the potential of fine powders to serve as sufficiently swift initiators

of combustion in explosive atmospheres. Thus, direct imaging and determination

of the appearance of a visible flame was preferred to conventional dynamic pressure

measurement which depend on the flame propagation and, hence, is influenced by

the dimensions and geometry of the flame tube.

The dimensions of the chamber were chosen on the basis of facilitating reasonable

ease for target positioning, whilst avoiding excessive volumes of flammable gases.

Accordingly, a flame tube with 90 x 60 mm rectangular cross-section and 240 mm

length was used. One end of the tube was closed by a steel plate equipped with

fittings for fuel supply, gas recirculation and pressure ports. The other end was tem-
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Cross - section  90   x 60  mm 

Window  109  x  52  mm 
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 Foil End 
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Length  240  mm 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the flame tube.

porarily sealed with an aluminium foil which provided sufficient initial confinement

for mixture preparation. Upon ignition the pressure rise due to the propagating

flame ruptured the foil without causing a significant pressure increase in the tube.

Static pressure tests performed by pressurising the chamber with compressed air

showed that the aluminium foil would fail upon a differential pressure of approxi-

mately 300 mbar. Optical access was provided by a 109 x 52 mm fused silica window.

A schematic of the flame tube can be seen in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Gas mixing system

The nature of the present investigation required the repeated production of fuel-air

mixtures of known composition with high precision. The desired equivalence ratio

was hence obtained with the method of partial pressures. The method was preferred

because it is relatively simple, provides high accuracy and has been used sucessfully

by a number of investigators in the past (e.g. Lindstedt [36], Sakthitharan [30],

McCann [14], Knystautas [108]). The flame tube was acting as a mixing chamber;

the flow of reactants was controlled using high precision needle valves while the

corresponding volume was monitored by a pressure transducer. A general layout of

the experimental configuration can be seen in Figure 3.2.

The presence of the aluminium foil demanded the pressure difference, between the

chamber and the surroundings, to remain always below 300 mbar, otherwise the alu-
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Figure 3.2: General layout of the experimental facility.

minium foil would fail. The partial pressures of the fuel and air were calculated on

the basis of constant atmospheric pressure of 1,013 mbar. Before each experiment,

the tube was flushed with air and subsequently evacuated to 900 mbar absolute

pressure. The fuel was drawn from a cylinder via a high precision needle valve while

the remaining air was supplied by allowing air to flow into the chamber. The pres-

sure inside the chamber was monitored using a transducer (model MP 105E; KIMO

Instruments) with an accuracy 0.5 % of the reading ± 0.2 mbar. For a stoichiomet-

ric butane-air mixture the overall error in the equivalence ratio (φ) is calculated to

be less than ± 2 %. Mixture homogeneity was ensured by flow circulation using a

diaphragm pump. Repeatable results could be obtained after five minutes of recir-

culation, corresponding to 70 flow-through times. The ignition potential of selected

powders was investigated in explosive butane-air mixtures; butane was chosen as

the ignition behaviour approaches that of larger alkanes.

The typical filling time was about one minute and the flame tube was leak tested

for this period. At a initial pressure of 900 mbar the rate of pressure rise due to

leakages was 0.5 mbar/min. The overall time for each run was approximately 10
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min.

3.2.3 Radiation source

The objective of this study is to illuminate particles in explosive atmospheres with

radiation levels covering those expected from large flame fronts or explosions, hence,

a radiation source capable of producing radiation levels of the order of 1000 kW/m2

reliably and repeatably was required. Assuming that radiation from extended clouds

of burnt products characteristic of an explosion can be represented as a blackbody at

2000 K, according to Stephan-Boltzman’s law, the maximum radiation flux is around

1000 kW/m2. The spectral distribution, characterised by Planck’s law, is approx-

imately λ = 1 – 5 µm and the maximum is given by Wien’s law, λmax = 1.5 µm.

Hence, an appropriate light source should be able to simulate these spectral charac-

teristics and, as discussed in Chapter 2, have enough power to allow irradiation of

areas larger than the quenching distances of fuel-air mixtures investigated.

Lasers, flash lamps or image furnaces may partly fulfil these requirements. An

image furnace could not be used with a flame tube and thus, it was disregarded.

Lasers produce usually monochromatic light, provide high power densities and power

output and can be controlled with high precision. Flash lamps emit a broad spec-

trum of radiation (e.g. 0.3 - 1 µm) but lack in energy density even in pulsed form,

the light is usually diffused and hence, accurate steering may become challenging.

Due to the initial uncertainty of the illumination time scale it was decided to use a

continuous wave laser source with sufficient power to allow illumination of a 32 mm2

area with an irradiance of the order of 1000 kW/m2.

Previous investigations on the ignition of fuel-air mixtures induced by heating

particles with continuous laser light featured a range of laser types and wavelengths.

Stamatov et al. [79] used a 514.5 nm Ar+ laser, Hawksworth [70] a 803 nm laser diode,

Dubaniewicz [67, 77] a 1064 nm Nd:Yag laser, while Moore and Weinberg [2, 3, 40]

used a 10.6 µm CO2 laser.

A near infrared high power laser diode was chosen to enable the illumination of

large areas and, therefore, remove the coupling between the laser spot size and min-

imum ignition kernel size of the mixture. The NIR wavelength resembles reasonably

well the peak in emission of an explosion, as compared to a green argon light or a

far infrared CO2 laser and, hence, provides a much better assessment of the required

laser power. Furthermore, given the propensity of organic materials to absorb in the
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NIR region, it was expected that lower energies would be required and that these

could be accurately determined.

A continuous wave laser diode (LIMO50-FG400-WL808; LIMO GmbH) was used

as a radiation source. The laser diode produced light of 808 nm ± 2 nm and the

maximum optical power was 50 W. The laser was coupled to a high-power (multi-

mode) optical fibre (400 µm) fitted with a collimator. Full lasing could be achieved

within 2 ms given a pre-determined target power. This enables sufficient knowl-

edge of the precise instant of illumination removing the need to use any mechanical

shutters. The laser power was measured for each experiment via the monitor diode.

The collimator lens collimated the output into a nearly non-diverging circular beam.

However, since the emerging light was not perfectly collimated the corresponding

divergence was obtained by measuring the beam size as function of the distance

between the collimator and target. The beam size was obtained by projecting the

beam onto a paper target and taking an image with a CCD camera. Camera images

recorded of different spot sizes are shown in Figure 3.3 – the colour-bar magnitude is

in unit of counts. Note that for x = 10, 15, 20 cm images have been magnified while

the signal strength was manually adjusted for each image, by increasing the laser

power or the camera exposure time, due to the finite spatial resolution encountered

with small beams. Qualitatively, it is clear that the laser spot size increases with dis-

tance. A full size image of the laser spot and beam profile at a distance of 10 cm from

the fibre collimator is shown in Figure 3.4, while the normalised intensity along the

centreline is depicted in Figure 3.5 – the laser spot diameter was considered as 68 %

of the Gaussian beam profile (1/e). In conventional laser diagnostics applications

such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) or Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), the

beam size may be regarded as 95 % of the Gaussian distribution (1/e2). However,

in the context of this study the method used (1/e) provided a more appropriate

representation of the irradiated area used for the ignition of the adjacent charge. A

top-hat profile would arguably be the ideal beam profile. The intensity profile of

laser beam emanating from a multimode fibre is actually a superposition of different

modes and hence, depends on both their power and relative phase. Constructive or

destructive interference of different modes may become important at certain points

along the fibre length. The relative phase of propagating modes is very sensitive

to minute changes of launch conditions (fibre coupling), the fibre bend radius or

stretch and temperature. This can explain the small discrepancy of the measured
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spatial intensity distribution from an ideal Gaussian beam profile observed in Fig-

ure 3.5. Nevertheless, the deviation is small and it is believed that this is of minor

consequence in the context of this study.

Once the laser beam size could be accurately estimated its dependence on the dis-

tance between the target and collimator could be obtained as shown in Figure 3.6.

Accordingly, the laser beam diameter was controlled by adjusting this distance. In

more detail, the fibre-collimator assembly was attached to a kinematic mount allow-

ing precise x-y beam steering while the latter was fixed on an optical rail enabling

precise knowledge of the distance between the target and the collimator. With

the current laser source a maximum of 1.6 MW/m2 over an area of approximately

32 mm2 could be delivered.

3.2.4 Ignition detection method

Ignition events were recorded using a CCD camera (PIKE F-032 COLOUR; AVT),

fitted with a band pass filter (transmission spectrum 355 - 610 nm) to block the

scattered light, at a rate of 208 fps. The precise instant of ignition was defined

as the appearance of a visible flame in the camera images and the corresponding

ignition time (τign) as the interval from particle illumination. The uncertainty in

the time to ignition was ± 5 ms. In addition, a second ignition detection technique

was used in parallel. Light from ignition was collected by a silicon photodiode (200

- 1100 nm bandwidth, 1 ns rise time) while the instance of foil bursting was also

recorded by a microphone located aside of the flame tube. The signals were recorded

with a storage oscilloscope at a rate of 1 kHz triggered by the laser.

Camera images of filtered light emission for ignition of stoichiometric butane/air

mixture by radiatively heated black paper coated with carbon black can be seen

in Figure 3.8. Video recordings revealed the formation of spherical flame kernel

which initiates at the irradiated area and propagates across the flame tube until

the aluminium foil bursts. For the specific experiment shown in Figure 3.8, the

ignition time is approximately 295 ms. Once the foil is ruptured, carbon black

particles become airborne and heat up from the adjacent combustion products, which

saturates the camera. The corresponding photodiode, microphone and laser power

signal traces can be seen in Figure 3.8. The photodiode is unable to detect the

weak initial chemiluminescence and, hence, both the photodiode and microphone

record the instant of foil bursting. Actually, the photodiode signal rise is due to the
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Figure 3.3: Camera images of the laser spot at different distances from the target
– colour-bar in units of counts. Note that for x = 10, 15, 20 cm images have been
magnified.
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Figure 3.4: Camera image of the laser spot at x = 10 cm along with the spatial
distribution of the laser intensity.
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increased light emission from hot carbon black particles. Using this second method,

time to ignition was taken as the difference between the start of illumination and

foil bursting which for this experiment would be 317 ms, as compared to 295 ms.

Clearly, this technique is not fit for initial flame detection. However, despite this

limitation it was used as a validation tool.

The reported “ignition times” correspond to the interval between particle illu-

mination until the appearance of a visible flame. This value includes the particle

and gas heating times until the surrounding fuel-air mixture ignites. In contrast,

conventional induction times refer to ideal conditions and uniform gas tempera-

tures. Hence, the reported values are not appropriate for direct comparison with

conventional induction times.

3.3 Targets investigated

The current study is concerned with the potential of particulate materials for igni-

tion of adjacent flammable mixture upon irradiation with intense laser light. In a

general sense, the materials to be investigated were those expected to be found on

typical vapour cloud explosion sites such as chemical plants, oil storage facilities,

etc., and can become airborne with relative ease. Of course, this covers a wide range

of materials, type, size and morphology. Previous investigations featured fibrous tar-

gets of cotton wool or a ceramic insulating material, Kaowool, that were packed into

small spheres (Moore and Weinberg [2,3,40]). Moore and Weinberg [2] and Adler et

al. [4] coated fine powders made of lamp black or silicon carbide (SiC) onto fibrous

targets to improve their absorptivity. Other investigators explored loose powders or

single particles of black iron oxide [67,77] , coal dust [66,78], alumina [79] and inert

sand [69]. These studies were concerned with the fibre optic safety and, hence, the

powders/particle were coated at the fibre tip.

The literature review carried out for this study indicated there is little knowl-

edge on how fine powders respond to intense radiation over larger irradiated areas.

Therefore, it was decided to examine such loose powders and identify the range of

material properties that are relevant to the context of radiation induced ignition.

An overview of the investigated parameters can be seen in Figure 3.9, for this

study, a target is defined as a substrate of some form coated with a thin layer loose

powder. Both uncoated and coated substrates have been examined. The range of
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Figure 3.7: Images of radiation induced ignition using black paper coated with car-
bon black in stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.0 MW/m2. For this
experiment the ignition time is approximately 295 ms. A spherical flame kernel
initiates at the irradiated area and propagates across the flame tube until the alu-
minium foil bursts at 317 ms. Once the foil is ruptured, carbon black particles
become airborne and heat up from the adjacent combustion products which satu-
rates the camera.
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Figure 3.8: Traces of microphone, laser trigger and photodiode signals of radiation
induced ignition using black paper coated with carbon black in stoichiometric bu-
tane/air mixture, irradiance = 1.0 MW/m2. The photodiode does not detect the
visible flame hence, using this second method, ignition time would be 317 ms.

substrates and powders used and their corresponding properties are discussed in the

next Section.

3.3.1 Coating materials

This study addressed the potential of loose powders to induce ignition of a surround-

ing explosive charge when heated rapidly by radiation. Ignition times have been

established for wide range of particles of different sizes, chemical reactivity and

absorption-emission characteristics. Combustible powders included carbon black,

natural and synthetic graphite, natural and synthetic diamond and fullerene C60.

A range of commercially carbon blacks have been explored including Alfa Aesar

Acetylene Black; Evonik Color Black FW1; and Printex 35, 80, and XE2. These

powders feature an amorphous microstructure consisting very fine primary carbon

particles that are typically in the nanometer scale and form larger bundles after

agglomeration. In addition, a distinction should be made between carbon black,

an industrial product with known properties, and soot which is the product of an

incomplete combustion process. Graphite is made out of thin planar layers known as

graphene – graphite particles also agglomerate to larger particles of a few micron in
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Figure 3.9: Investigated parameters.

diameter. The fullerene C60 has a buckyball like structure while diamond has unique

cubic crystal structure. According to the manufacturer, graphites feature a particle

size < 45 µm and the natural and synthetic diamond 40 - 60 µm and < 1 µm respec-

tively. Typical carbon allotrope properties can be seen in Table 3.1. Determining

the actual bundle or cluster size for carbon black powders is slightly less trivial be-

cause, in practice, these clusters tend to agglomerate to much larger structures and,

hence, although an indicative value was provided it is not included in the discussion.

Images obtained using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) revealed that these

values were indeed irrelevant. All combustible powders explored appear black at

optical wavelength suggesting high absorptivity to the NIR laser light used, except

from diamond particles that appear white. The combustible powders examined are

essentially different carbon allotropes. The structural modifications of carbon atoms

influences the global thermal conductivity, absorption-emission properties and the

surface area to volume ratio. Thus, the current study enabled also the determination

of the most hazardous form of carbon in the current context.

Non-combustible materials included silicon carbide which is available in many

different particle sizes, ferric oxide (Fe2O3), black iron oxide (Fe3O4), cupric oxide

(CuO), cuprous oxide (Cu2O) and silicon dioxide (SiO2). A range of silicon carbide

powders from different manufacturers, with median particle size (d50) from 0.6 to
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500 µm were considered to explore the time to ignition as a function of the particle

size. The other three metal oxides powders featured a particle size < 5 µm while the

silicon dioxide an average particle size of 2 µm. Images obtained from transmission

microscopy revealed that silicon carbide particles have rather rough surface with

an overall spherical shape. These particles appear grey at visible wavelengths and

equilibrium temperatures data [4] indicate lower absorptivity than soot at 1064 nm

which is comparable to the 808 nm light used in this study. Black iron oxide exhibits

almost identical absorptivity to carbon black at the wavelength of interest [67,70].

Cupric oxide is black, cuprous oxide appears reddish while silicon dioxide white.

Typical powder properties and images can be seen in Table 3.2.

3.3.2 Substrate materials

Substrates of different materials, surface properties and reactivity were also explored.

These include white and black paper, microscope slide and coverslip, copper foil and

a ceramic Kaowool mat. The slide and coverslip are made from transparent glass and

hence are transmissive at the laser wavelength used, the copper foil appears reddish.

The substrate thicknesses were: cooper foil (127 µm); coverslip (160 µm); papers

(300 µm); microscope slide (1 mm) and Kaowool mat (2 mm). These substrate

featured a wide range of optical characteristics, heat transfer properties and chemical

reactivity and were tested with and without a surface coating. This allowed the

determination of the relative influence of specific substrate properties on the time

to ignition.

3.4 Experimental procedure

The experimental arrangement used for the investigation of ignition of fuel-air mix-

tures by laser irradiated powders is shown schematically in Figure 3.10. Candidate

targets were placed in the centre of the flame tube, the tube was sealed with the foil

and once the mixture was prepared the target was illuminated with the NIR laser

light. Experiments were initially conducted in stoichiometric butane-air mixtures,

at a radiation flux of 1.6 MW/m2 using a beam area of 32 mm2 with a microscope

coverslip substrate. The spot size, beam orientation, radiation flux, target material,

substrate and mixture stoichiometry were varied individually and the effect on ig-
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the experimental facility used for the investigation of
ignition fuel-air mixtures by laser irradiated powders. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with
permission of Elsevier B.V.

nition times recorded. In the following Chapters, times to ignition shown represent

an average value and minimum and maximum acquired from three tests at each

condition.
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Table 3.1: Carbon allotrope data

Allotrope Colour Structure Particles Size (µm)

Carbon
black

Black Amorphous -

Graphite
synthetic

Black
Layered,
planar

< 45

Graphite
natural

Black
Layered,
planar

< 45

Fullerene
C60

Black
Buckyball

like
-

Diamond
synthetic

White/
transparent

Diamond
cubic crystal

< 1

Diamond
natural

White/
transparent

Diamond
cubic crystal

40 - 60
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Table 3.2: Powder data. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.

Powder Colour
Chemical
Formula

Distribution of
Particles Diameter

(µm)
Image

Acetylene
black

Black C -

100#μm#

Silicon
carbide

Grey SiC d50 = 37

Black
Iron
oxide

Black Fe3O4 < 5

Ferric
oxide

Red Fe2O3 < 5

Cupric
oxide

Black CuO < 5

Cuprous
oxide

Red Cu2O < 5

Silicon
dioxide

White SiO2 average = 2
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4 Ignition of fuel-air mixtures by

radiatively heated particles

4.1 Introduction

In Chapters 1 and 2 the practical importance of exploring the possibility of fine

powders to initiate combustion in flammable atmospheres upon irradiation with

radiation levels expected from extended clouds of burnt products has been empha-

sised. In particular, it is required to establish the level of irradiance necessary to

induce sufficiently short ignition time scales in a surrounding explosive atmosphere.

Moreover, it is essential to investigate the types of particles and the correspond-

ing characteristics required to serve as swift initiators of combustion and, hence, to

cause ignition in the burnt gas mixture due to the forward thermal radiation from

the advancing flame front.

The current Chapter focuses on the possibility of different types of loose powders

to induce ignition upon intense radiation by a NIR laser source. Ignition times are

established in terms of the type of particle, the particle size, the type of substrate,

the fuel-air concentration and irradiance. In addition, the effect of the local flow con-

ditions adjacent to the illuminated spot are explored using two beam configuration

and a range of irradiated area sizes.

The surface radiation flux expected from large clouds of gaseous and particulate

combustion products and the corresponding level of irradiance posed on particle

suspended in the unburnt gas mixture is addressed in great detail in Chapter 6.

For the purpose of this experimental investigation it was essential to explore the

behaviour of candidate targets under a range of relevant radiation flux expected

from large fronts. Hot, isothermal gases of burnt products emit strong radiation
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from the infrared bands of the principal combustion products like carbon diode and

water vapour. Even in the absence of particulate products, the emission spectrum

may become comparable to that of a blackbody [109]. Theoretical calculations

carried out by Moore and Weinberg [40], assuming a typical stoichiometric flame

temperature of 2050 K, suggest that the blackbody radiation is equal to 1 MW/m2 at

unit emissivity. Furthermore, in practical scenarios with stratified clouds featuring

spatial inhomogeneities, soot particles can be formed in fuel rich regions. These

very fine soot particles can be initially expected to be in thermal equilibrium with

adjacent burnt gas causing a significant rise in emissivity. Thus the emissivity

and the corresponding radiation flux emitted from the burnt cloud will depend on

the mixture composition and the extent of stratification. However, the level of

irradiance expected from large premixed systems is much debated due to the lack

of experimental data. Nonetheless, measurements from non-premixed systems like

large scale pool fires suggests radiation levels up to 250 kW/m2 [110,111]. Hence, in

the current study, radiation fluxes in the range of 0.2 to 1.6 MW/m2 are considered.

Experiments were initially conducted in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture, using

an irradiance of 1.6 MW/m2 applied over an area of 32 mm2 with a microscope

coverslip substrate.

The current Chapter extends past efforts by systematic investigations into the

time to ignition at different boundary conditions. (i) Ignition times are measured

as a function of the irradiance. (ii) The influence of convective losses on ignition

is examined by considering a range of beam sizes for two sample orientations. (iii)

A wide range of combustible and non-combustible target powders with different

absorption characteristics are examined. These include carbon based materials and

inorganic metal oxides. (iv) The influence of the powder particle size is explored

for the first time and (v) the mixture stoichiometry is varied to assess the range of

compositions of a fuel-air mixture that could be susceptible to radiative ignition [1].

Camera images of filtered light emission for ignition of stoichiometric butane-

air mixture by radiatively heated acetylene black particles coated on a microscope

coverslip can be seen in Figure 4.1. For this experiment an irradiance of 1.6 MW/m2

was applied over an area of 32 mm2. The size of target (i.e. loose powder on

substrate) was approximately twice the laser spot. The target is illuminated at 0

ms. Carbon black particles are heated to incandescence after 10 ms of continuous

illumination. An ignition kernel appears at the illuminated area after 20 ms from
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which a spherical flame propagates across the flame tube, as seen in the frames of

25 - 35 ms. Ignition is caused by the heat conduction with the irradiated particles

that are sufficiently high temperatures. During the flame propagation carbon black

particles, that were initially on the coverslip, are suspended and glow appearing as

bright spots, as seen for example at 25 ms, until the foil bursts at 40 ms. These

particles may become airborne either due to buoyancy or drawn from the expanding

flame front and heat up by intercepting the laser beam or from the combustion

products. For this experiment the ignition time is regarded as 20 ms.

4.2 Influence of the sample orientation and size of

the illuminated area

Initial tests were performed in order to examine the effect of the sample orientation

and the laser spot area. Both are important because buoyancy effects may play a role

in the heating behaviour of the sample in case the illuminated area is small. These

experiments were carried out using various beam sizes at constant radiation flux of

1.6 MW/m2 in a stoichiometric butane–air mixture. The target was carbon black

(Printex 80) coated on a microscope coverslip. In such an experimental investigation,

the laser spot size is limited by the desired irradiance due to the finite laser power. As

discussed in Chapter 2, when the irradiated area is small then ignition times do not

depend on the irradiance but on a critical input energy. Carleton and Weinberg [76]

showed that this may be expressed as an ignition energy varying linearly with time

and area. When the spot is small, heated gas pockets are carried away by convection

before achieving sufficient temperature rise by conduction. Thus, it is important to

validate that the size of the irradiated area used is large enough so that results

become independent of the spot size.

In addition, the two beam configurations allow the evaluation of the influence of

the local flow conditions around the illuminated spot induced by buoyancy. In the

absence of surface reaction on the irradiated powders, the surrounding explosive

mixture is heated locally by the conduction with the hot spot. In some cases,

especially when the spot is relatively small, convection losses may hinder gas heating.

By contrast, in a real incident the shear size of combustion products enables the

illumination of large areas and although convection or slip may still occur, convected

particles will be constantly illuminated. In this case, convection is not expected to
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5 ms 10 ms 

15 ms 20 ms 25 ms 

30 ms 35 ms 40 ms 

Start of  
illumination 

Video No. 353 
Acetylene black/coverslip 
G=1.6 MW/m2 

0 ms 

Glowing carbon  
black particles 

Foil bursting 

Visible flame 

Figure 4.1: Images of radiation induced ignition of a stoichiometric butane-air mix-
ture using acetylene black on a microscope coverslip, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. The
target is illuminated at 0 ms; at 10 ms the carbon black particles are heated to in-
candescence; at 20 ms an ignition kernel appears at the illuminated area from which
a spherical flame propagates across the flame tube (20 ms - 35 ms); suspended car-
bon black particles can be seen until the foil bursts at 40 ms. For this experiment
the ignition time is regarded as 20 ms. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of
Elsevier B.V.
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hinder conduction or at least not to the same level as when the spot size is small.

Moore [17] suggested that convective losses become important only when the slip

velocity between the gas and hot particle is above 1.5 m/s for a propane-air mixture

of unit stoichometry. In the current study, the two beam configurations examine the

extent of convective losses. This was achieved by changing the direction of incident

radiation with respect to buoyancy. In the first case (illumination from top), the

target is held horizontally and the irradiance is applied from the top while, the second

case (illumination from side) corresponds to a vertical target illuminated from side

by a horizontal beam. Camera images of filtered light emission for ignition of a

stoichiometric butane-air mixture by radiatively heated Printex 80 particles for the

two beam configurations can been in Figure 4.2. For both experiments an irradiance

of 1.6 MW/m2 was applied over an area of 32 mm2. The initial flame kernel appears

distorted when illuminated (and filmed) from the side due to natural convection

during the particle heating. When the target is irradiated (and filmed) from the

top a spherical flame appears in the camera images. In this case, the flame front

may still be asymmetric in the vertical direction. However, this cannot be discerned

due to camera angle. The difference between the two cases is that when particles

are irradiated from the top, local gas pockets travel upwards away from the heated

spot while when illuminated from the side convection currents move in parallel to

the hot spot before carried away.

Ignition times obtained from this experiment are depicted in Figure 4.3. As the

irradiated area becomes greater than 17 mm2 the time to ignition become indepen-

dent of the target orientation suggesting that losses caused by buoyancy effects are

negligible. Additionally, it appears that buoyancy has a less pronounced effect when

the sample is illuminated from the top. The time to ignition seems to approach con-

stant value with increasing spot size which suggests that further enlargement of the

illuminated area would not necessarily cause a notable reduction in ignition times.

The highest desired irradiance of 1.6 MW/m2 applied over the maximum achiev-

able area of 32 mm2 was used throughout the current experimental investigation.

Laurendeau [105] have reported that for thermal ignition of a flammable gaseous

atmosphere by heated spheres, the surface ignition temperature decreased with the

size of the heated area until reaching a constant value at around ∼ 80 mm2. The

irradiated area is not, by any means, a measure of the heat transfer area between the

charge and particles. Loose powders, just like fibrous materials, enlarge the effective
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area compared to smooth surfaces due to their granular nature.

Heat is transferred from the hot particles to the adjacent fuel-air mixture by

means of conduction. The buoyancy force, produced by the density differences in

the gas phase, raises the fluid as it is heated up. Convection currents may disturb

the conductive heat transfer by carrying pockets of gas away from the irradiated

area. Natural convection depends on the temperature of the hot surface, (i.e. par-

ticle surface temperatures) and the geometry (i.e. the sample orientation and the

target used). For example, Scott and Smith [74], suggested that fibrous structures,

like the woolly targets used by Moore and Weinberg [2, 3, 40], appear to suppress

convective processes. The experimental results presented in Figure 4.3 suggest that

if the spot size is sufficiently large, buoyancy has a negligible effect on the time to

ignition. However, the influence of natural convection may be different for other tar-

gets examined in the current study (e.g. powders of different particle size) because

of the change in geometry, or at an alternative incident irradiance due to variation

of the equilibrium temperature achieved by the target. This should ideally have

been tested for each boundary condition examined. However, the impact is believed

to be small on the basis of selected cases.

The relation between irradiance and the time to ignition obtained with reactive

acetylene black particles and inert silicon carbide (d50 = 19 µm) is shown in Fig-

ure 4.4. Ignition times decrease with increasing irradiance – the shortest times of

approximately 20 ms were obtained using the maximum achievable irradiance of

1.6 MW/m2 with acetylene black. The trend is similar to results obtained by Moore

and Weinberg [2, 3, 40] and Adler et al. [4] featuring fibrous particles and mats.

When the irradiance is below a critical value, particles incandescence, however, the

temperature reached is not sufficiently high to induce ignition. Furthermore, shorter

times were obtained with carbon black compared to silicon carbide at the irradiance.

This may be a result of the higher absorptivity or favourable heat transfer charac-

teristics due to the nanostructure of the particle surface. In addition, exothermic

surface reactions may further assist ignition however, this cannot be easily justified.

In relation to the proposed mechanism, the plausibility of formation of local initia-

tion centres ahead of the flame front will be determined by the ignition time scale

since particles need to be ignited well ahead of the propagating flame in order to

have a significant effect. This experiment shows that ignition times ' 100 ms can

be obtained at an irradiance < 600 kW/m2.
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Illumination From Top Illumination From Top Illumination From Side Illumination From Top 

Figure 4.2: Images of radiation induced ignition of a stoichiometric butane-air mix-
ture for two beam configurations using Printex 80 on a microscope coverslip, irra-
diance = 1.6 MW/m2. Left: Illumination from the side – the initial flame kernel
is distorted due to buoyancy. Right: Illumination from top – an almost spherical
flame kernel can be seen.

A comparison between ignition times obtained with acetylene black and times re-

ported by Moore and Weinberg [2] using another type of carbon black (lamp black)

coated on fibrous targets is shown in Figure 4.5. The latter measurement were

carried out in a stoichiometric propane-air mixture using a broadband light source

and hence, the absolute values cannot be compared. Uncoated Kaowool particle

could lead to ignition when illuminated with FIR light [3] but this was not the

case with visible light. Furthermore, ignition times reported by Adler et al. [4] for

a stoichiometric propane-air atmosphere are presented in Figure 4.6. These were

obtained with uncoated Kaowool mats using FIR laser light and coated mats with

silicon carbide using light of 1064 nm. Ignition times from the current study, ob-

tained with silicon carbide in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture are also plotted for

comparison. With coated fibrous targets, the replacement of the FIR laser source

with visible or NIR light increased the time to ignition – even in the presence of

an absorption-enhancing coating. Findings for the current work, raise the question,

whether these coatings influenced the heating efficiency of the target itself due to

their granular and nanostructure particle surface. The effect of the particle mor-

phology is discussed next.
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Figure 4.3: Ignition times obtained as a function of the irradiated area for two
beam configurations (top and side) using Printex 80 on a microscope coverslip in
a stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Source: Beyrau et
al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 4.4: Ignition times for a stoichiometric butane-air mixture as a function of
the irradiance. Ignition by a acetylene black and silicon carbide on a microscope
coverslip. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 4.5: Ignition times of a stoichiometric butane-air mixture by acetylene black
on microscope coverslip. Ignition times of a stoichiometric propane-air mixture by:
Kaowool and cotton particle coated with lamp black (Moore and Weinberg [2]);
uncoated Kaowool particle (Moore and Weinberg [3]).
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Figure 4.6: Ignition times of a stoichiometric butane-air mixture by silicon carbide
(d50 = 19 µm) on a microscope coverslip. Ignition times of a stoichiometric propane-
air mixture by: Kaowool mat coated with silicon carbide (d ∼ 50 µm) and uncoated
mat (Adler et al. [4]).
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4.3 Influence of the target particle properties

The influence of the substrate surface properties was explored using different mate-

rials coated with acetylene black in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture. Substrate

materials included black and white paper, a microscope slide, a microscope cover-

slip, copper foil and a Kaowool mat. Kaowool is made from ceramic fibres and has

been used in Moore and Weinberg [2, 3, 40] and Adler et al. [4]. The corresponding

times to ignition are depicted in Figure 4.7. In the absence of an acetylene black

coating, ignition could only be obtained with black paper. The Kaowool mat and

white paper, which appear white at visible wavelengths do not absorb sufficient laser

radiation. The microscope slide and coverslip are made out of transparent glass and

hence, are transmissive and cannot cause ignition. Although the visible appearance

of copper would suggest substantial absorption at the laser wavelength used, it is

believed that its high thermal conductivity causes high heat losses which prohibits a

sufficient temperature rise on the irradiated area. Coating a thin layer of acetylene

black on black paper specimens caused a dramatic reduction of ignition times – times

were reduced by almost an order of magnitude. Acetylene black was coated on the

selected substrates in the form of a thin layer of loose powder with a few hundred

micrometer thickness. The coated layer was sufficient to make substrates appear

optically dense, for example, transparent substrates became opaque. Ignition times

between 20 and 30 ms were obtained with all coated substrates. The influence of

the layer thickness was not tested in a systematic manner, however, it should be

stated that tests carried out with varying the thickness a few order of magnitude

did not show any change in the time to ignition. The applied coating was originally

thought to just enhance the absorptivity, albeit, the current investigation suggests

that the process of radiation induced ignition by fine particles is determined by the

properties of the powder rather than that of the substrate.

A range of other commercially available carbon black powders were tested using

identical irradiance, substrate and mixture composition. Although, all these pow-

ders appear virtually indistinguishable at optical wavelengths at the macroscopic

scale, they led to very different ignition times. The majority of carbon blacks fea-

tured ignition times below 100 ms – the exception was Printex XE2-B which led

to an unusually long time of 1.1 s. Typical ignition times and carbon black prop-

erties can be seen in Table 4.1. An attempt was made to obtain possible trends

between the measured times and carbon black properties given from the manufac-
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Figure 4.7: The effect of the substrate surface properties on the ignition times of
stoichiometric butane/air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. In the absence of an
acetylene black coating, ignition could only be obtained with black paper. Source:
Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.

turer, like the primary particle size or the surface area of the agglomerate without

success. However, it should be stated that it is questionable to what extent these

properties are valid in the context of this study since these primary particles are

known to agglomerate, coalesce and fuse together which usually leads to the for-

mation of significantly larger chunks. Further powder analysis was carried out by

means of a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), as shown in Figure 4.8, in or-

der to explore possible connections between their morphological features with the

measured times. The nanostructure particle surface of selected powders is charac-

terised as follows: acetylene black (τign = 20 ms) relatively large primary particles

(35 nm) and relatively small agglomerate structures with interstitial spaces; colour

black FW1 (τign = 38 ms) large agglomerate structures (no data on primary particle

size); Printex 35 (τign = 52 ms) relatively large primary particles (31 nm) and small

agglomerate structures; Printex 80 (τign = 85 ms) relatively small primary parti-

cles (16 nm) and small agglomerate structures and Printex XE2-B (τign = 1.1 s)

relatively large primary particles (30 nm) and large structures. The relatively large

variation in the measured times is expected to relate to differences in the overall

surface area, thermal capacity, thermal diffusivity and possibly the chemical reac-
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Table 4.1: Carbon black properties

Powder Primary Particle Size (nm) Agglomerate Size τign (ms)

Acetylene black 35 “Small” 20
Colour black FW1 - “Large” 38
Printex 35 31 “Small” 52
Printex 80 16 “Small” 85
Printex XE2-B 30 “Large” 1100

tivity of each powder. The surface area is difficult to measure precisely and it is

function of the level of primary particle fusion and size, and the overall agglom-

erate size. It is difficult to make accurate quantitative correlations from the SEM

images especially for powders featuring ignition times below 100 ms. Nevertheless,

it should be stated that Printex XE2-B is characterised by highly fused primary

particles resulting to a reduction of the overall surface area and an increase in mass

and thermal capacity. Additionally, there may also be differences in the chemical re-

activity – this is investigated further in Chapter 5 where the corresponding particle

ignition temperatures are obtained using a spectroscopic technique. Moreover, soot

particles collected from a butane diffusion flame featured very similar ignition times

with acetylene black. The SEM analysis has indicated that morphological features

of acetylene black closely resembles car exhaust related particles, results presented

in the current study showed that this type of particles show the most favourable

ignition characteristics with the shortest ignition times.

A range of other carbon powders were also investigated in a butane-air mixture

of unit stoichiometry. The carbon allotropes used included carbon black, natural

and synthetic graphite, natural and synthetic diamond and the C60 fullerene. Re-

producible ignition events were obtained with all carbon allotropes – results can

be seen in Figure 4.9. The two types of graphite powders examined led to rela-

tively short ignition times. The ignition times measured with the synthetic graphite

were approximately half of those obtained with samples coated with the natural

equivalent. Whilst the two powders have similar particle size of < 45 µm, the nat-

ural powder consists of 80 % carbon and 20 % ash while the carbon content of the

synthetic is 99 %. Hence, it is believed that the difference in the measured times
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Figure 4.8: SEM images of selected carbon black powders. Ignition times (τign) in
a stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Acetylene black,
Printex 80 and Printex XE2-B from Beyrau et al [1] with permission of Elsevier
B.V.
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was due to the mineral content of the later which influences the overall spectral

absorptivity. In addition, the C60 fullerene yields a longer time to ignition despite

appearing black at visible wavelengths. Camera images of filtered light emission for

ignition by radiatively heated C60 fullerene particles coated on a microscope cover-

slip is shown in Figure 4.10. It is reminded that, for this experiment an irradiance

of 1.6 MW/m2 was applied over an area of 32 mm2. Although not shown here, the

powder appears to incandescence for a period of approximately 200 ms before an

ignition kernel is formed at the illuminated spot. This may be a result of the low

C60 sublimation temperature (773 - 873 K) compared to the other allotropes (≤
3200 K) that may lead to significantly lower particle temperatures and hence, caus-

ing an increase in ignition times. Furthermore, the natural and synthetic diamond

powders led to longer times due to their low absorptivity (diamond powders appear

white). Shorter times were obtained with the synthetic diamond due to its finer

particle size – the significance of the particle size is discussed below. In summary,

it has been shown that repeatable ignition can be obtained with all types of carbon

allotropes with acetylene black featuring the shortest ignition time. Additionally,

it has been demonstrated how the structural modification of carbon atoms, that

influences global properties like the thermal conductivity, spectral absorptivity and

surface area to volume ratio, can cause large differences in ignition times.

The time to ignition as function of the powder median particle size (d50) can be

seen in Figure 4.11. Inert silicon carbide particles were specifically chosen for this

experiment to remove any uncertainties related with the powder chemical reactivity.

Silicon carbide is used as an abrasive and it can obtained in range of particle sizes.

The powders used in this analysis were obtained from different manufacturers and it

is interesting to see the clear trend between the time to ignition and powder median

particle size. Ignition times increase with particle size – finer powders featured

more than an order of magnitude shorter ignition times than coarse grain powders.

Macroscopic images of two silicon carbide powders of median particle d50 = 370 µm

and d50 = 37 µm can be seen in Figure 4.12. As the particle size is decreased, the

particle surface area to volume ratio is increased; this enhances both the particle

and gas heating times. In more detail, small particles can be heated up very quickly

due to their lower mass and thermal capacity, while the conductive heat transfer

to the surrounding charge is also improved due to the increased surface area. Also,

previous studies concerned with fibre-optic ignition of a single particle (e.g. Hills
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Figure 4.9: Ignition times for various types of combustible carbon allotropes in a
stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Source: Beyrau et
al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.

et al. [68] and Zhang et al. [69]) reported an increase of the minimum laser power

with particle size. In Section 4.2, it was shown that the size of the illuminated area

controls the overall heat transfer between the spot and the surrounding mixture,

here, the effect of the particle size is emphasised.

A range of other non-reactive powders of 0.6 - 5 µm particle size were also explored

as shown in Figure 4.13. Iron oxides are of practical interest because they may be

present in industrial facilities. Moreover, previous studies in the context of the

ignition by optical fibres, reported that this material is the most hazardous due to

its extremely high absorption in the visible and NIR electromagnetic spectrum [67].

Cupric oxide appears black and resulted in shorter times than cuprous oxide that

featured a reddish colour. The two iron oxides particles led to shorter ignition

times than the copper oxides despite similarities in their appearance. The silicon

dioxide appears white and it is expected to absorb the least portion of the available

optical power. This can justify why this type of particles showed the longest time

to ignition. The shortest times for any non-combustible powder were obtained with

silicon carbide (d50 = 0.6 µm). However, none of the non-reactive powders yielded

shorter times than with the reactive acetylene black. This is an important finding

since, as discussed in Chapter 2, it was thought that non-reactive powders pose
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t = 545 ms t = 550 ms t = 555 ms
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Figure 4.10: Camera images of radiation induced ignition of a stoichiometric butane-
air mixture using fullerene C60 on a microscope coverslip, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2.
For this experiment the ignition time is approximately 555 ms. The irradiated
powder incandescences for several milliseconds before a spherical kernel initiates at
the illuminated spot.
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Figure 4.11: Ignition times as a function of the powder median particle size using
silicon carbide on a microscope coverslip in a stoichiometric butane/air mixture,
irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier
B.V.
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Figure 4.12: Sample images of two silicon carbide powders. Left: d50 = 370 µm.
Right: d50 = 37 µm. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 4.13: Ignition times for non-combustible powders of various absorption prop-
erties in stoichiometric butane/air mixtures, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Source:
Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.

a greater hazard, i.e. leading to shorter ignition times [2–4, 40] or requiring less

minimum power for when coated at the fibre tip [67].

4.4 The influence of the mixture stoichiometry

The last parameter examined was that of the mixture stoichiometry using a reactive

carbon black powder (Printex 80) and inert silicon carbide (d50 = 37 µm) coated

on a microscope coverslip. Ignition times as a function of the mixture concentration

can be seen in Figure 4.14. When a non-reactive target is used, the measured

times do not show a dependency on the mixture composition. Only for very lean

stoichiometries, i.e. below 2 %vol butane, could ignition not be obtained. On the

other hand, with carbon black, an increase in the time to ignition was observed

at fuel rich conditions, and mixtures near the rich flammability limit could not be

ignited. This may be a result of local mixture enrichment near the irradiated area

due to evaporating carbon. Additionally, as for the silicon carbide particles, the

leanest mixture could not be ignited. The influence of the butane concentration

(%vol) on the corresponding flame chemiluminescence obtained with the reactive

and inert powder can be seen in Figure 4.15 and 4.16 respectively (images of filtered
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Figure 4.14: Ignition times as a function of the mixture concentration using
Printex 80 and silicon carbide (d50 = 37 µm) on a microscope coverslip, irradi-
ance = 1.6 MW/m2. Source: Beyrau et al. [1] with permission of Elsevier B.V.

light). The butane concentration is given on the north west corner of each image.

In summary, this analysis suggests that a wide range of compositions within an

actual vapour cloud or other flammable mixture would be susceptible to radiative

ignition [1].
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Figure 4.15: Camera images of radiation induced ignition of butane-air mixtures
using Printex 80 on a microscope coverslip, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. The influence
of the butane concentration (%vol) on the corresponding flame chemiluminescence
can be seen.
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Figure 4.16: Camera images of radiation induced ignition of butane-air mixtures
using silicon carbide (d50 = 37 µm) on a microscope coverslip, flux = 1.6 MW/m2.
The influence of the butane concentration (%vol) on the corresponding flame chemi-
luminescence can be seen.
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4.5 Concluding remarks

The ignition of fuel-air mixtures caused by radiatively heated particles has been in-

vestigated. Powders with widely different characteristics were irradiated in explosive

butane-air atmospheres using an infrared laser source and ignition times established.

The maximum achievable irradiance of 1.6 MW/m2 was applied over an area of ap-

proximately 32 mm2. It is believed that the spot size used was sufficiently large to

suppress buoyancy effects since ignition times became independent of the sample

orientation for a beam area > 17 mm2. Repeatable ignitions could be obtained with

a range of commercially available carbon black powders. The majority of carbon

blacks featured ignition times below 100 ms except Printex XE2-B that led to an

unusually long time of 1.1 s. Examination of SEM images of Printex XE2-B showed

that its nanostructure particle surface is characterised by highly fused primary par-

ticles resulting to a reduction of the overall surface area and an increase in mass and

thermal capacity. Furthermore, whilst the powder coating was originally thought to

simply enhance the absorptivity of the substrate, the current investigation suggests

that the process of radiation induced ignition by fine particles is determined by the

properties of the coated powder rather than that of the substrate. Moreover, it has

been shown that repeatable ignition can be obtained with a range of other carbon

powders like graphite, the C60 fullerene and diamond powder, as well as for non-

reactive powders such as silicon carbide, iron-, copper- and silicon oxides. It was

also demonstrated how the structural modification of carbon atoms, that influences

global properties like the thermal conductivity, spectral absorptivity and surface

area to volume ratio, can cause large differences in ignition times.

The particle size was found to have a significant impact on the measured time.

Powders made of finer particles lead to shorter ignition times due to their increased

surface area to volume ratio which reduces both particle and gas heating times.

Also, investigation of the effect of the mixture stoichiometry using carbon black and

silicon carbide particles revealed that a wide range of compositions within an actual

vapour cloud or other flammable mixture would be susceptible to radiative igni-

tion. The dependence of ignition time on irradiance has been determined, ignition

times decreased with increasing irradiance irrespective of the particle reactivity. The

shortest time of 20 ms to ignition was obtained with substrates coated with acety-

lene black in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture. In relation to UVCE progation

mechanisms, ignition was observed after ' 100 ms at an irradiance < 600 kW/m2
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with such targets. Hence, it is concluded that reasonable time scales can be obtained

at realistic flux levels.

The potential role of forward thermal radiation on the flame propagation is as-

sessed further in Chapter 6, where a tool for estimating the radiation flux emitted

from large premixed systems along with the corresponding level of irradiance posed

on particles suspended in the unburnt gas mixture is presented. The relationship be-

tween absorption-emission properties of different powders examined is investigated

further by determining particle temperatures under relevant radiation levels using

time-resolved emission spectroscopy. Visually black materials like carbon black and

graphite feature a relatively well defined emissivity and hence, particle thermometry

can provide useful information on this novel ignition mechanism. This is the subject

of the following Chapter.
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5 Particle thermometry using

emission spectroscopy

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, it has been shown that laser irradiated powders can ignite an adjacent

charge when irradiated with moderate levels of radiation that can occur naturally.

Whilst, the level of radiation emitted from a large flame front or explosion is evalu-

ated further in Chapter 6, it is clear that a carbon black powder (acetylene black)

can induce reasonably short time scale of ' 100 ms at an irradiance < 600 kW/m2.

The objective of the study presented in the current Chapter is to further investigate

the relationship between absorption-emission properties of individual powders, by

the determination of particle temperatures under different irradiance using emission

spectroscopy (ES) [112]. Visually black materials used in the current study (e.g. car-

bon black and graphite) feature a relatively well defined emissivity. Hence, particle

thermometry is expected to be of high accuracy and to provide useful information

on this novel ignition mechanism.

In more detail, comparison of the equilibrium temperatures achieved under iden-

tical irradiance can shed light on the interplay between absorptivity and emissivity

of individual powders while the temporal temperature information can give an in-

sight into the corresponding heating behaviour. In addition, results from Chapter 4

have indicated that the chemical reactivity of individual powders may influence this

ignition mechanism, knowledge of the particle temperatures necessary to cause igni-

tion of a surrounding explosive atmosphere can be used to examine this hypothesis.

Also, it is expected that temperature information obtained for non-reactive powders

will allow the validation of simplified models, describing the ignition process. The
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challenges arising from more complete modelling of surface reactions do not pre-

dominantly arise from the lack of computational methods or chemical mechanisms,

but rather from the absence of accurate boundary conditions due to the uncertainty

in the chemical composition of each powder.

Time-resolved emission spectroscopy is used to measure the temperature of irra-

diated powders by analysing the spectrally resolved radiation emitted according to

Planck’s law. The technique enables the simultaneous characterisation of ignition

events in terms of surface temperature in addition to the time to ignition that has

been established in Chapter 4. It is expected that data sets produced will enable

a multi-parameter (e.g. temperature and time to ignition) validation of calculation

methods aimed at representing this novel ignition mechanism and thereby support

the development of improved tools for assessing explosion hazards.

In the following Sections the experimental configuration is presented along with

the relevant theory on emission spectroscopy. Equilibrium temperatures measured

with a visible spectrometer for various carbon based powders at different irradiance

and their relevance on the corresponding ignition times are discussed. A theoretical

analysis is carried out to investigate the reason behind the limitations experienced

with the visible spectrometer. The influence of irradiance on the heating behaviour

of reactive and inert powders is investigated in a greater detail using a NIR spectrom-

eter that offers improved accuracy and enhanced time resolution. Finally, ignition

temperatures obtained for different powders are presented.

5.2 Experimental details

The experimental facility used in the current study is shown in Figure 5.1 – for these

experiments light emitted from the radiatively heated particles was collected from

the spectrometer via an optical fibre/collimator assembly. Time-resolved spectro-

scopic measurements were performed initially with an Ocean Optics Red Tide 650

spectrometer (350 - 1000 nm) and subsequently with an Ocean Optics NIRQuest

512 spectrometer (900 - 1700 nm) fitted with notch filter (808 nm) to suppress the

scattered laser light. With the visible spectrometer a repetition rate of 80 fps and an

integration time of 3 ms were used. The highest rate of temperature rise obtained

was of the order of 100 K per exposure (corresponding to 3 ms). Hence, it is be-

lieved that the integration time used was sufficiently short. The improved resolution
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental facility used for the particle thermometry.

obtained with the NIR spectrometer is described below.

Schraml et al. [113] reported that for spectroscopic measurements the response of

the detection system has to be calibrated against a known radiation source. The

main reason for this is to correct the spectral response of the spectrometer’s detection

array, CCD arrays feature different conversion efficiencies for different wavelengths.

The spectral response of the visible spectrometer used is shown in Figure 5.2. In

addition, chromatical errors arise in lenses, fibres, optical windows and filters and

hence, the complete optical system should be corrected. In the current study, the

spectrometer’s spectral response was corrected using a calibrated Ocean Optics LS-1

Tungsten Halogen Light Source with a bulb colour temperature of 3100 K.

Furthermore, due to the Gaussian radial energy distribution of the heating laser

beam, the temperature within the irradiated spot might not be uniform. The visible

spectrometer collected light from an area that was slightly larger than the irradiated

spot; this has been achieved by overlapping the laser spot and the spectrometer’s

field of view using a low power target diode laser. The sampling technique used is

non-linear and highly sensitive to high temperatures since the collected signal follows

the Stefan-Boltzmann law of radiation thus, it is proportional to the forth power

of temperature (i.e. I ∝ T 4). Hence, despite the Gaussian intensity distribution

a non-linearly averaged peak temperature within the irradiated area is determined

rather than a spatially averaged equivalent.

Further measurements were carried out with a NIR spectrometer to determine

temperatures below 1600 K since the visible spectrometer was unable to detect such
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Figure 5.2: Spectral sensitivity of Sony ILX511 CCD array [5].
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Figure 5.3: Spectral sensitivity of Hamamatsu G9204 InGaAs linear image sensor [6].
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temperatures. In this case, the detector’s spectral response, shown in Figure 5.3,

was corrected using an Ocean Optics Cool Red Infrared Light Source with a bulb

colour temperature of 1500 K. A cooler calibrated light source is required because

it is closer to the temperatures to be measured and also when the high temperature

source (3100 K) is used the blackbody radiance drops considerably around 2 µm

leading to an incorrect calibration curve. Furthermore, for temperatures below

1600 K a significant portion of the blackbody radiance is emitted in the detected

spectrum, this allows the use of shorter integration times of 1 ms and a higher

recording frequency of 200 fps. Finally, the NIR spectrometer collected light from

an area approximately half of the irradiated spot where the temperature is believed

to be uniformly high and hence, the Gaussian beam profile is not expected to cause

appreciable errors.

5.3 Emission spectroscopy

Every body with a temperature above absolute zero will emit radiation in all di-

rections over a broad spectral range. A blackbody is an ideal body which perfectly

absorbs and emits radiation. The spectral radiance of a blackbody, at a given

wavelength, is only function of the temperature and can be described by Planck’s

radiation law [114],

E ′b(λ, T ) =
2hc2

λ5
1

e
hc
λkT − 1

(5.1)

where λ is the wavelength, T is the absolute temperature, h is the Planck constant,

c is the speed of light and k is the Boltzmann constant. The distribution of irradiance

of a blackbody at various temperatures can be seen in Figure 5.4, as the temperature

increases the spectral radiance shifts to shorter wavelengths.

The total radiation flux emitted by a blackbody can be obtained by integrating

Eq. (5.1) over all wavelengths and is expressed by the Stefan-Boltzmann law,

Eb(T ) =
P

A
= σT 4 (5.2)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. The

radiation per unit area from a blackbody is proportional to the forth power of its
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absolute temperature.

In reality, a body emits radiation according to its emissivity (ελ(λ, T )) which is

usually a function of the wavelength and temperature and is defined as the ratio of

the actual radiation emitted at certain temperature to that of a blackbody at equal

temperature. The spectral radiance of non-blackbody is expressed by,

E ′λ(λ, T ) = ελ(λ, T )E ′b(λ, T ) (5.3)

or

ελ(λ, T ) =
E ′λ(λ, T )

E ′b(λ, T )
(5.4)

Emission spectroscopy is a non-intrusive optical diagnostic technique which has

been successfully used for measuring soot temperatures in flames [115]. The tech-

nique is based on the analysis of the spectrally resolved emitted radiation. If the

emissivity of the material is known or approximated, the temperature can deter-

mined from the form of the spectrum, as shown in Figure 5.4. This can be achieved

by fitting of the theoretical spectra according to Planck’s law of radiation to the

experimentally determined one over a spectral range of 400 - 780 nm. The accu-

racy of the technique increases with the size of the spectrum used. An example

of Planck spectrum measured from laser irradiated Printex XE2-B along with the

best fit is shown in Figure 5.5 – good agreement can be seen. For the current in-

vestigation the emission coefficient for all carbon based powders was assumed to be

ε = 1, this is a good approximation for visually black matter. Additionally, unit

emissivity was assumed for silicon carbide powders – it will be shown that this is

also a good approximation. Further details on emission spectroscopy can be found

elsewhere [113,116]. In the following Sections, temperatures are presented with the

average value and minimum and maximum obtained from three measurements at

each condition.
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Figure 5.4: The spectral radiance of a blackbody radiation for different temperatures;
the visible spectrum is shown in grey while the detection spectrum used (400 - 780
nm) is marked with a dashed line.
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Figure 5.5: Example of Planck spectrum measured from irradiated Printex XE2-B
and the best fit which yields a temperature of 1971 K.
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5.4 Particle temperature measurements using a

visible spectrometer

Temperature histories of two different carbon blacks, acetylene black and Printex

XE2-B, obtained in air using an irradiance of 1.6 MW/m2 can be seen in Figure 5.6.

The vertical dashed lines represent the average times to ignition (τign, Ace = 20 ms

and τign, XE2B = 1.1 s) obtained in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture. More-

over, these were the extremes measured with different powders, coated on a glass

substrate, using the same irradiance. Emission spectroscopy can provide useful in-

formation in terms of equilibrium temperature and rate of temperature rise for both

powders. However, in both cases there is a lack of data points during the initial

heating stages. This poses a limitation for the case of acetylene black since the igni-

tion of the surrounding charge takes place within this period. Reasons behind this

deficiency are discussed later in the text. As discussed in Chapter 4, SEM images

have shown that Printex XE2-B is characterised by a higher level of primary particle

fusion minimising the overall surface area and increasing the mass and thermal ca-

pacity. This results in a lower rate of temperature rise compared to acetylene black,

while the longer ignition times may also relate to the lower equilibrium temperatures

achieved.

Ignition temperatures for various carbon based powders were obtained in a sur-

rounding stoichiometric butane-air mixture under identical irradiance. The ignition

temperature, in this case, refers to the particle temperature obtained using ES just

before the appearance of visible flame in the camera images. With Printex XE2-B

there is sufficient signal before and after ignition - until the aluminium foil bursts, en-

abling reliable temperature measurements. A typical temperature history is shown

in Figure 5.8, for this specific experiment τign = 940 ms. Printex XE2-B featured

an ignition temperature of 1971 K. The corresponding camera images of stoichio-

metric butane-air mixture ignition by Printex XE2-B on coverslip can be seen in

Figure 5.7. Spectra obtained before and after ignition are presented in Figures 5.9

and 5.10 respectively. Interestingly, sodium lines could be observed in the volume

of burned gas. The colour of the flame also suggests strong presence of sodium.

The high sodium concentration in this specific powder might prohibit ignition and,

hence, explain the unusually long ignition times observed. Sodium lines were also

observed for other powders, albeit much less pronounced.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature histories of acetylene black and Printex XE2-B on a micro-
scope coverslip in air, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Ignition times (τign) correspond to
the average obtained in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture using the same irradi-
ance.

For acetylene black, τign, Ace = 20 ms, the experiment is limited by the signal

strength prior to ignition, thus reliable measurements could only be obtained after

ignition. The lack of signal strength is a combination of the spectrometer sensi-

tivity and the low ignition temperature. As discussed earlier using Figure 5.4, as

the temperature of the blackbody decreases the spectral radiance shifts to longer

wavelengths. The wavelength of the peak of the spectral radiance of a blackbody is

given by Wien’s displacement law,

λmax =
b

T
(5.5)

where λmax is the peak wavelength, b the Wien’s displacement constant and T

the absolute temperature. Hence, from Eq. (5.5) it can be shown that the peak

wavelength for a blackbody will shift from 1.26 µm at 2300 K to 2.9 µm at 1000 K.

Thus, the current visible spectrometer is unable to collect sufficient light. Longer

integration times could be selected to increase the amount of photons collected,

however, this would comprise the time resolution. As the soot temperature rises

both the peak wavelength and emitted irradiance shifts towards the visible part of

the spectrum enhancing the accuracy of the experiment.
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Figure 5.7: Images of stoichiometric butane-air mixture ignition by Printex XE2-B
on a microscope coverslip, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. For this specific experiment
τign = 940 ms. The colour of flame suggests strong presence of sodium.
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Figure 5.8: Temperature history of Printex XE2-B on a microscope coverslip in
butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2, note that temperature measurements
could be obtained before and after ignition – until the aluminium foil bursts.
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Figure 5.9: Emitted Planck spectra measured from Printex XE2-B on a coverslip
in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2, shortly prior to
ignition. The best fit yields a temperature of 1971 K.
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Figure 5.10: Emitted Planck spectra measured from Printex XE2-B on a coverslip in
a stoichiometric butane-air mixture, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2, shortly after ignition.
The best fit yields a temperature of 1983 K, also a sodium line can be observed in
the volume of burned gas.

The distribution of irradiance of a blackbody at cooler temperatures can be seen

in Figure 5.11 along with the detection spectrum used with the visible spectrometer

and the NIR spectrometer. It is clear that for measurements of temperatures below

1600 K, the visible spectrometer is not fit due to the lack spectral radiance emitted

in the visible spectrum. In contrast, a NIR spectrometer is ideal for measuring such

temperatures.

5.5 Particle temperature measurements using a

NIR spectrometer

The objective of the experimental programme carried out with the NIR spectrometer

was to determine temperatures below 1600 K. This would allow the characterisation

of the initial heating stages for powders featuring high rates of temperature rise

like acetylene black. Accordingly, a validation test was carried out by comparing

the steady state temperature obtained with this spectroscopic technique with tem-

peratures measured with a type R thermocouple of 0.125 mm diameter. For this

experiment, silicon carbide (d50 = 0.6 µm) and acetylene black powder were used
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Figure 5.11: The spectral radiance of a blackbody radiation for different tempera-
tures. The detection spectrum used for the visible (400 - 780 nm) and near infrared
(900 - 1650 nm) spectrometers are marked with dashed lines. It is clear that for
measurements of temperatures below 1600 K the visible spectrometer is not fit due
to the lack spectral radiance emitted in the visible spectrum.

coated on microscope slide, the thermocouple tip was buried in the investigated

powder at the centre of the irradiated area. Results are depicted in Figure 5.12.

The agreement obtained shows, that the NIR spectrometer is suitable of measuring

temperatures well below 1600 K as expected. Also, the assumption of the emis-

sion coefficient ε = 1 used for both materials appears to be a good approximation.

Visually black and grey materials are usually modelled with unit emissivity. Nev-

ertheless, it is believed that the actual value will only slightly over or under predict

temperatures and this has a minor effect in the following discussion.

Higher irradiance yields higher equilibrium temperatures as well as rate of tem-

perature rise; both directly relate to the time to ignition of an adjacent charge.

Equilibrium temperatures reached in air for a range of irradiance for acetylene black

and silicon carbide (d50 = 19 µm) are shown in Figure 5.13, along with data from

Adler et al. [4] obtained with coated fibrous targets heated by light of a compara-

ble wavelength (1064 nm). Temperature dependence on irradiance shows a similar

trend for both materials. Also, it is apparent that the interplay between absorption-

emission properties of individual powders leads to differences between the equilib-
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of equilibrium temperature measurements of carbon black
and silicon carbide on a microscope slide in air.

rium temperatures achieved. Temperatures for silicon carbide and acetylene black

vary from 1130 to 1337 K at 310 kW/m2 respectively and, from 1752 to 1840 K

at 1.6 MW/m2. For comparison, the data from Adler et al. [4] range from 842 to

1202 K at 250 kW/m2 for silicon carbide and soot respectively.

When the irradiance increases, it can be expected that the rate of temperature

rise will also increase. The effect is shown in Figure 5.14, where results for acetylene

black particles on a coverslip in air are presented along with the corresponding

ignition times in a stoichiometric-butane air mixture (obtained from Chapter 4).

The improved time resolution and spectral range of the NIR spectrometer enables

accurate characterisation of the initial heating stages. Moreover, the decrease of

the time to ignition of an adjacent explosive mixture must relate to the increased

heating rates. This also applies to non-reactive particles, the influence of irradiance

on the heating behaviour of silicon carbide particles can be seen in Figure 5.15.

Obtaining the precise chemical composition of reactive powders may not be trivial.

Hence, it is expected that knowledge of the temporal temperature evolution of non-

reactive particles will allow the validation of simplified models, used for simulating

this ignition process, that do not include surface reactions.

The heating behaviour of silicon carbide in air for various particles sizes (0.6 µm

≤ d50 ≤ 58 µm) can be seen in Figure 5.16. Silicon carbide is an abrasive and it
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Figure 5.15: Temperature histories of silicon carbide (d50 = 19 µm) on a microscope
coverslip in air for different irradiance. Ignition times correspond to the average
obtained in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture using the same irradiance.

can obtained in a range of particle sizes. The rate of temperature rise increases

with decreasing particle size. Measurements were also carried out for a coarse grain

powders (d50 = 370 µm), however, results have not been plotted since temperates

higher 1000 K could only be observed after 600 ms. It have been previously shown

that fine grain powders featured more than an order of magnitude shorter ignition

times than coarse particles in a butane-air mixture, this directly relates to the cor-

responding heating behaviour. Smaller particles feature lower mass and thermal

capacity hence, the high temperatures necessary for the ignition of the surrounding

charge can be reached more quickly. For comparison, a temperature of 1040 K is

reached after 37 ms for a 0.6 µm powder while the 58 µm powder reaches the same

temperature after 152 ms. Although not measured here, the equilibrium tempera-

ture reached in air is expected to be similar irrespective of the particle size because

it is believed that the powders used feature similar absorptivity. Furthermore, fine

particles feature higher surface area to volume ratio that enhances the heat transfer

to the gas phase, this further assists the reduction of ignition times in a flammable

atmosphere.
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Figure 5.16: Temperature histories of silicon carbide on a microscope coverslip in air
for different particle sizes, irradiance = 1.6 MW/m2. Ignition times correspond to
the average obtained in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture using the same irradi-
ance.

5.6 Estimation of surface temperature upon

ignition of an explosive mixture

Temperature histories of acetylene black and silicon carbide in air from tests carried

out in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The

heating behaviour of both powders appears to be similar in a non-flammable and

an explosive atmosphere. Accordingly, if it is assumed that the heating behaviour

in air and fuel-air mixtures does not change significantly, then the particle tempera-

ture required for ignition may be estimated. This can be achieved by examining the

powder temperature at the average time of ignition. This is a reasonable assump-

tion since most the explosive mixtures of practical interest contain relatively small

amounts of fuel and hence, their thermal conductivity is expected to be very similar

to air.

‘Ignition temperatures’ deduced from temperature histories in air and the corre-

sponding ignition times can be seen in Figure 5.19. The error bars in the depicted

temperatures correspond to the maximum and minimum from three experiments

measured during the equivalent ignition time. Two different ignition regimes can

be observed, if the particle is non-reactive the ignition temperature appears to be
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same irradiance.
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Figure 5.18: Temperature histories of silicon carbide on a microscope coverslip in air
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ance.
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Figure 5.19: ’Ignition temperatures’ for stoichiometric butane-air mixture deducted
from temperature histories in air and the corresponding ignition times, irradi-
ance = 1.6 MW/m2.

1200 ± 200 K – these temperatures were obtained from powders with different parti-

cle sizes. Given that this value is estimated in an indirect way, the uncertainty in the

ignition temperatures of 17 % is arguably acceptable. For comparison, Moore [17]

reported an ignition temperature of 1273 K for propane and 1423 K for methane

using fibrous spheres made of Kaowool heated by a 10.6 µm laser beam in stoichio-

metric mixtures. Similarly, measurements from Adler et al. [4] suggest temperatures

of 928 K for propane and 950 K for methane for ignition by silicon carbide coated on

a Kaowool substrate irradiated by 1064 nm light in mixtures of unit stoichiometry.

Moreover, Laurendeau [105] reported that for thermal ignition of methane-air mix-

tures by a hot surface, temperatures above 1273 K are required. Findings from the

current study, suggest that if the particles are non-reactive the surface temperature

plays the major role in the ignition of the surrounding charge. This was indeed

expected since the phenomenon of ignition by radiatively heated inert particles is

characterised by direct thermal ignition.

For reactive powders, temperature does not appear to be the sole ignition crite-

rion. In more detail, the ignition temperature of acetylene black, τign, Ace = 20 ms,

appears to be 1270 ± 60 K while Printex 80, τign, P80 = 85 ms, featured an ignition

temperature of 1700 ± 50 K which appears to be at least 320 K higher. These
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two powders exhibited ignition times below 100 ms in a stoichiometric butane-air

mixture. Ignition temperatures for Printex 35 were 1588 ± 70 K, τign, P35 = 51 ms;

for Colour FW1 1652 ± 20 K, τign, FW1 = 38 ms; for natural graphite 1385 ± 75 K,

τign, GN = 127 ms; and for synthetic graphite 1355 ± 145 K, τign, GS = 63 ms. These

differences may relate to local mixture enrichment effects due to evaporating carbon

near the particle surface or the chemical reactivity of individual powders. The mea-

sured times to ignition shown in Chapter 4 have suggested that the powder reactivity

may influence this ignition mechanism, the large variation in the ignition temper-

atures of reactive particles observed in the current study confirms this argument.

Also, it has been reported that soot particles undergo structural modification upon

exposure to continuous (e.g. Hu et al. [117], 55 MW/m2) or pulsed laser irradiation

(e.g. Vander Wal et al. [118], 5 × 105 MW/m2). The maximum laser irradiance

used in the current study is of the order of 1 MW/m2 and hence, it is not expected

that such structural modification or laser ablation phenomena influence this novel

ignition process. Furthermore, previous SEM analysis has indicated that the mor-

phological features of acetylene black closely resembles car exhaust related particles.

Results presented in the current study revealed that this type of particles show the

most favourable ignition characteristics with low ignition temperatures, in addition

to the shortest ignition times. Lastly, it should be mentioned that results of Printex

XE2-B, which suggest an ignition temperature of 1971 K, have been excluded from

the above analysis due to the prolonged ignition times – possibly caused by the

presence of large quantities of sodium.

Finally, a tentative safety assessment can be made using results from the current

study. In Figure 5.20, equilibrium temperatures attained in air by silicon carbide

and acetylene black for different irradiance are compared with the high tempera-

ture ignition temperature of 1200 K promoted by chain branching. Ignoring any

previous knowledge, Figure 5.20 would suggests that points in the grey shaded re-

gion could potentially lead to an ignition of a surrounding charge while the white

area would imply less risk. Interestingly, this agrees remarkably well with results

presented in Figure 4.4 for both acetylene black and silicon carbide particles. Of

course, the chain branching temperature leading to high-temperature ignition will

to some extent depend on the fuel type. However, the value of 1200 K is not unrea-

sonable for a stoichiometric butane-air mixture. Nevertheless, similar plots could be

potentially be used for safety guidelines or risk assessments. For example, assuming
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of equilibrium temperatures attained in air by silicon car-
bide and acetylene black for different irradiance. The dashed line indicates the
approximate onset of high temperature ignition promoted by chain branching.

a temperature of 1200 K a minimum irradiance of 117 kW/m2 would be required

to induce ignition – this is the lowest theoretical value necessary to obtain ignition

with the current mechanism. The actual value for acetylene black is 2.5 times higher

because of heat losses that occur in practice while, the respective value for silicon

carbide is 5.3 times the theoretical. This may provide another means of quantitative

classification of different materials/powders for risk assessment purposes.
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5.7 Concluding remarks

Emission spectroscopy, a method for soot particle surface temperature measure-

ments in flames, has been used to determine the temperature of irradiated powders

under radiation levels relevant to radiation induced ignition in flammable atmo-

spheres. Initial measurements in a non-flammable atmosphere, carried out with

a visible spectrometer, provided useful information in terms of equilibrium tem-

peratures and the rate of temperature rise. Printex XE2-B showed both a lower

rate of temperature rise and equilibrium temperatures compared to acetylene black.

Ignition temperatures were also obtained in stoichiometric butane-air mixtures. Ex-

amination of camera images and spectra obtained with Printex XE2-B before and

after ignition revealed the strong presence of sodium in the burnt gas. For powders

featuring the shortest ignition times, reliable measurements could not be obtained

due to limited signal strength in the visible spectrum prior to ignition. Accordingly,

a NIR spectrometer was used that enabled the determination of cooler temperatures

at an improved time resolution. This allowed the comprehensive quantification of

particle heating process for both inert and reactive particles. The dependence of

equilibrium temperature on irradiance attained in air by silicon carbide and acety-

lene black showed a similar trend with coated fibrous targets [4]. Furthermore, the

rate of temperature rise increases with irradiance for both particle types which ex-

plains the decrease in ignition times of a surrounding explosive atmosphere. Finer

particles led to enhanced heating rates due to the reduced mass and thermal capac-

ity.

Particle surface temperatures necessary to cause ignition of a surrounding charge

were estimated from temperature histories obtained in air. Two different ignition

regimes could be observed, if the particles are non-reactive the surface temperature

plays a major role in the ignition of the surrounding charge. For silicon carbide

particles, ignition temperature appeared to be 1200 ± 200 K – these temperatures

were obtained from powders of different particle size. In contrast, for reactive pow-

ders, the temperature appeared to be not the only ignition criterion indicated by

the different values measured with powders that feature similar times to ignition.

Furthermore, previous SEM analysis has indicated that the morphological features

of acetylene black closely resembles car exhaust related particles. Results presented

in the current study revealed that this type of particles show the most favourable

ignition characteristics with low ignition temperatures, in addition to the shortest
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ignition times.

In summary, the current study enabled the simultaneous characterisation of igni-

tion events in terms of surface temperature in addition to the time to ignition that

has been established in Chapter 4. It is expected that data sets produced will enable

a multi-parameter (e.g. temperature and time to ignition) validation of calculation

methods aimed at representing this novel ignition mechanism and thereby support

the development of improved tools for assessing explosion hazards.

In the following Chapter a theoretical model is described which has been developed

to examine the potential role of forward thermal radiation on the flame propagation.

The level irradiance posed on particles suspended in the unburnt gas mixture are

compared with the radiative flux necessary to produce sufficiently short time scales

as reported in Chapter 4.
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6 Estimation of thermal radiation

from vapour cloud explosions

6.1 Introduction

The experimentally determined ignition times established in Chapter 4 showed that

loose powders of fine particles can initiate combustion upon irradiation with ra-

diation levels that may be encountered from extended clouds of burnt products.

Whilst some types of particles examined may be present in industrial facilities, the

ignition times alone do not prove that multi-point ignition can occur. According

to Moore [17], the level of irradiance posed on such particles cannot be spatially

uniform across the reactants; the radiation flux will attenuate with distance from

the main flame front due geometric effects and possibly due to absorption from the

intervening medium. The formation of local exothermic centres in the unburnt re-

gion depends on the time to ignition which as discussed before is determined by the

level of irradiance and hence, on the distance from the flame front. Also, in order

to have a notable effect, particles have to be ignited before they are consumed by

the advancing flame.

Fine particles may be raised by an expanding gas cloud and become suspended in

the unburnt gas mixture. The dispersion of dusts/particulates ahead of a propagat-

ing flame front is a well established phenomenon. According to Klemens et al. [119],

fine dusts can be raised by expansion waves induced from a moderate local explo-

sion. For example, in coal mines the pressure wave of a weak methane explosion can

disperse dust deposits leading to the formation of an explosive dust-air cloud. The

dust can be ignited by the hot methane-air products causing a (strong) secondary

explosion. The phenomenon has been the subject of studies exploring the interaction
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of deposited dust layers with shockwaves (e.g. Fedorov [120] and Gerrard [121]). In

addition, the dispersion of coal dust deposits by an advancing methane-air flame

has been studied experimentally by Lu et al. [122] in a laboratory scale flame tube.

The levels of radiation flux reported in literature from various combustion sys-

tems can be seen in Table 6.1. There is a notable absence of data on the premixed

systems considered in the current study. However, Holbrow et al. [123] examined the

radiative power densities from fireballs produced from vented dust explosions. Av-

erage surface emissive power (ASEP) of up to 275 kW/m2 have been reported with

coal dust and up to 2900 kW/m2 with aluminium. In heterogeneous combustion

systems, reaction takes place at the surface of the solid fuel, hence, dust explosions

emit continuous Planck’s radiation which is a function of the particle temperature.

This can explain the discrepancy between results obtained with aluminium and coal

dust (Holbrow et al. [123]). Thermal radiation from fireballs produced in Boiling

Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion (BLEVE) have also been considered. Accord-

ing to Tien and Lee [124] and Viskanta and Mengüç [125] these turbulent flames emit

non-luminous infrared radiation emanating by the absorption bands of gaseous com-

bustion products and luminous continuous radiation by soot particles in the visible

and infrared. High emissivities can be achieved due to the increased soot concentra-

tion and large burnt gas volume. Experimental measurements by Roberts et al. [126]

indicate SEPmax of up to 550 kW/m2, while extrapolated results from Roberts et

al. [127] suggest that SEPmax up to 450 kW/m2 can be achieved. Similarly, radiation

from gaseous and particulate products is a well known design consideration in gas

turbine burners. Theoretical results from Lefebvre [128], Mengüç et al. [129] and

Najjar [130], obtained from spray-stabilised flames in pressurised enclosures, suggest

that surface emissive flux around 1500 kW/m2 can be achieved.

Furthermore, Hardee et al. [131] carried out experiments with fireballs, produced

by non-premixed as well as premixed stoichiometric methane-air mixtures (1.5 and

10 kg of CH4). Results showed that premixed clouds, although appearing less lu-

minous and relatively more transparent than the corresponding non-premixed, emit

higher surface fluxes due to the increased temperature of the gas. Scaled results

suggest that maximum fluxes up to 450 kW/m2 could be expected from a premixed

cloud. The argument is corroborated further by considering data from Dorofeev

et al. [132], who collected light from stoichiometric and fuel rich propane-air deto-

nations. Measurements showed that significantly more light is emitted during the
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Table 6.1: Reported radiation heat flux from selected combustion systems

System Regime Remarks Flux (kW/m2) Source

CH4-air cloud Premixed Scaled 450 [131]
LPG fireball Non-Premixed Extrapolated 450 [127]
LPG fireball Non-Premixed ASEP 350 [126]
LPG fireball Non-Premixed SEPmax 550 [126]
GT Combustor Non-Premixed 1500 [128–130]
Dust explosion Heterogeneous ASEP 275 [123]

premixed burning phase than at any subsequent excess fuel burnout. In a detona-

tion wave, both the temperature and pressure are much higher than in conventional

deflagration which will ultimately induce increased gas emissivities. For example,

it will be shown in Section 6.2.3 that the adiabatic flame temperature of a stoichio-

metric methane-air deflagration is 2212 K, while data obtained using GASEQ [133],

a computational tool for calculating chemical equilibria in perfect gases, suggest CJ

detonation temperature and pressure of 2767 K and 16.6 atm respectively. More-

over, as discussed by Oran and Williams [18] explosions often deviate from stable

deflagrations or detonations occurring in ideal conditions and unimpeded geome-

tries. Accordingly, in a real incident local gas pockets may achieve high pressure

and temperature without subsequently developing into a detonation. Hence, ra-

diation emitted from such local events may still be important in the event of an

unsuccessful deflagration-to-detonation transition.

There is an obvious lack of radiation measurements in large scale premixed systems

related to explosions and the actual level of thermal radiation emitted from a VCE

remains conjectural. Radiation emanates from both gaseous and particulate com-

bustion products, which are at higher temperatures for premixed flames and hence

higher radiation levels are expected. Moore and Weinberg [40] reported theoretical

values of blackbody radiation up to 1 MW/m2 assuming a burnt gas temperature

(Tb) at 2050 K as representative of a stoichiometric mixture and unit emissivity.

Although laboratory premixed flames vary from the blackbody condition, in vapour

cloud explosions, the shear size of combustion product cloud is believed to yield

higher emissivities. A theoretical explanation of how extensive gas masses of equal
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temperature emit continuous radiation can be found in Finkelnburg [109]. Addition-

ally, soot can be generated as a result of local inhomogeneities in the equivalence

ratio or in fuel rich regions. The presence of a large number of very small unburned

carbon particles, initially expected to be in thermal equilibrium with the surround-

ing combustion products, will induce higher flame emissivities. The true level of

radiant heat emitted will hence be affected by the local mixture stoichiometry and

vapour clouds resulting from accidental leaks are likely to be stratified.

The objective of the analysis presented in the current Chapter is to estimate

the flame surface flux expected from large premixed systems and examine the cor-

responding level of irradiance posed on particles suspended in the unburned gas

mixture. The comparison of such theoretical estimates with the experimentally mea-

sured ignition time data (Chapter 4) is vital for evaluation purposes. The current

study examines parameters relevant to the proposed mechanism. Flame radiation

emitted from the principal gaseous products H2O and CO2 at large path lengths is

obtained along with the corresponding emissivity. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis is

carried out based on laminar flame calculations for fuel-air mixtures using detailed

chemistry to account for variations in the equivalence ratio, pressure and heat losses.

The resulting spatial distribution of irradiance on particles present in the unburned

gas mixture is calculated using appropriate view factors. Finally, the influence of the

flame temperature, size and location relative to the irradiated particle is considered.

6.2 Theoretical framework - Statement of the

problem

The ultimate goal of this investigation is to examine the radiative loads on poten-

tial targets ahead of the main flame front. In this Section, the methodology for

estimating the radiation from combustion products and the corresponding level of

irradiance posed on targets is presented – a schematic representation can be seen

in Figure 6.1. Targets are subjected to thermal radiation from the extended cloud

of hot combustion products rather than the flame itself which is restricted to thin

relatively thin reaction zone. The product temperature and composition are ob-

tained from laminar flame calculations using detailed chemistry. The procedure is

described in Section 6.2.3. The surface radiation flux is calculated via the method

presented in Section 6.2.1, while the geometric view factor between the flame and
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the problem modelled.

the target is presented in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Estimation of radiation from combustion products

Flame radiation originates from gaseous combustion products like water vapour

(H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and particles such as soot and

fly-ash. Emissions from carbon monoxide and pollutants such as sulphur dioxide

and nitrous oxide, are minimal compared to the water vapour and carbon dioxide

and can therefore be neglected. The product gas quantities and temperatures are

intrinsic flame properties which depend on the type of fuel, initial temperature and

pressure, and equivalence ratio. The absorption/emission spectrum of each species is

banded even at the high temperatures encountered in flames. Consequently, spectral

considerations have to be taken into account without, however, the need for detailed

line-by-line calculations. Typically, computations can be performed by dividing the

spectrum of interest in smaller (narrow or wide) bands and assume that the discrete

absorption lines of each gas can be represented by a smooth profile. Theoretical nar-

row band models provide the mean spectral emissivity over these smaller spectral

ranges by utilising statical methods to characterise the exact emission lines. Wide-

band models provide the total absorption over individual bands for each radiating

gas using empirical relations fitted to data obtained from experimental measure-

ments. Detailed discussion on narrow and wide band models can be found in more

extensive reviews [124, 125]. In this study, the emissivity of combustion products

has been computed using the spectrally resolved absorption coefficient data at flame

temperatures obtained by Ludwig et al. [134].
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In luminous flames, radiation originates both from soot particles and combustion

gases. Soot particles emit continuous radiation over the visible and infrared spec-

trum. The structure of soot consists of fused carbon particles ranging from a few

nanometers to a few hundred nanometers in diameter. The interaction of soot with

incident radiation follows the Mie theory (Hulst [135]) and scattering is negligible

compared to absorption since the radiation wavelengths are larger than the soot

particle diameter (πD/λ < 1).

Yuen and Tien [136] have shown that in luminous flames the exact closed-form

expressions for soot emissivity (εs) can be approximated by,

εs = 1− exp(−ksL) (6.1)

where L is the path length of the flame and ks is a soot-emission parameter given

by,

ks = 3.6
cTb
c2

(6.2)

where c2 = 1.44 × 10−2 mK is the Planck’s second constant and Tb is the flame

temperature. The constant c is given by,

c = 36πfv
n2k

[n2 − (nk)2 + 2]2 + 4n2k2
(6.3)

where n and k are the infrared-average optical constants of soot and fv is the soot

volume fraction.

The above non-grey analysis has been adopted in a number of studies [137–139],

Howell et al. [140] suggested that c/(c2fv) = 350 m−1K−1 irrespective of the type of

soot. However, current evidence suggests that the constant c, should be computed on

the basis of refractive index m̃ = n−ik. If, for example, m̃ = 1.8 − 1.0i (Shaddix and

Williams [141]) is used higher absorptivities are obtained. Dalzell and Sarofim [142]

proposed a set of experimental values for the refractive index of soot (m̃ = n− ik)

determined from reflectance measurements and a dispersion model for fitting to the

data. Lee and Tien [143] used a revised model in conjunction with transmission

measurements and reported different values for the optical constants of soot. Fur-

thermore, Habib and Vervisch [144] suggested that the variation of the refractive

index of soot with respect to the hydrogen content of the fuel can be calculated via
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two bound-one free dispersion equations. In the current study, the refractive index

m̃ = 1.56 − 0.56i is used which, according to Smyth and Shaddix [145], has been

frequently used by the combustion community.

Assuming that soot behaves like a grey body, the emissivity of a luminous flame

(εf ) emanating from soot and combustion products can be expressed by Eq. (6.4).

εf = εg + εs − εgεs (6.4)

The emissivity of the gaseous combustion products (εg) can be obtained using non-

luminous flame analysis alone. Therefore, the problem of calculating the emissivity

from luminous flames can be greatly simplified using Eq. (6.4). Moreover, it can

be deduced that radiation from a luminous flame is equal to the emissivity of gas

and soot alone minus a correction factor. Mixtures of gas and soot have been

considered in this article to quantitively highlight the importance of the presence of

soot particles in vapour cloud explosions.

Ideally, a hybrid model should be used to account for potential irregularities in

luminosity expected in the event of cloud stratification. Similarly, in pool fires the

flame is split into a lower clear luminous burning zone and an upper sooty black

smoke zone (e.g. see Hailwood et al. [146] and Rew et al. [147]). Furthermore,

turbulent flame propagation leads to inhomogeneities in the concentration of com-

bustion products (gas and soot) and fluctuations in temperature which will have an

effect on the resulting thermal radiation. Detailed account for variations induced

by turbulence, fuel stratification and spatial luminosity variations is complex and

outweighs the current objective of providing estimated radiation fluxes. Hence, a

homogenous temperature and concentration model has been assumed.

6.2.2 Geometric view factor

The level of irradiance received by particles located in the unburned region will de-

pend on (i) the flame (combustion products) emissive surface flux, (ii) the geometric

view factor between the flame and particles and (iii) the absorption of radiation by

the unburned fuel-air mixture. To estimate the flux received by a surrounding tar-

get, the flame front is represented by an appropriate physical model which entails

knowledge of the flame heat release rate and shape. Moore and Weinberg [3] rep-

resented the flame with a planar circular shape propagating along its central axis.
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This is considered a solid flame model since the flame is approximated as a solid

body of equivalent shape [148].

The total heat transfer by radiation from the flame (Body 1) with emissive power

Ef to the target (Body 2) is given by Eq. (6.5) while the irradiance received by a

particle (q2) of area A2 is calculated via Eq. (6.6).

Q1−2 = EfF1−2A1 (6.5)

q2 = Q1−2/A2 (6.6)

The flame is assumed to emit radiation like a solid body thus the corresponding

emissive power (Ef ) can be expressed by,

Ef = εfσT
4
b (6.7)

where εf is the flame emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Equations

(6.5 - 6.6) allow the calculation of irradiance received by a particle located in the

unburned region, assuming the product cloud emits radiation like a solid body and

there is no attenuation from the interleaving unburned fuel-air mixture. In fact, the

level of absorption is essentially determined by the spectral overlap of the emitted

radiation and absorption bands of the unburned gas mixture. In order to examine

to what extent the assumption of no attenuation is correct, the case of collimated

blackbody radiation into an ethylene-air mixture of unit stoichiometry at 1 atm,

298 K and 100 % humidity was considered. In this case, there are no geometrical

effects and, hence, the attenuation of radiation with distance (x) can be described

by Beer’s law (Eq. 6.8), assuming a mean absorption coefficient (k). Ethylene was

specifically chosen due to its strong near and mid infrared absorption bands [3].

I = Ioexp−kx (6.8)

Lastly, an appropriate geometrical factor between the flame and particles F1−2 is

required. This depends on the geometrical characteristics of the emitter and target.

For the purpose of this study, three well known view factors, that of straight cylinder

(Mudan [149]), and two parallel coaxial disks and coaxial squares have been selected

(Howell et al. [140]). In summary, the flame is modelled as a circular or square planar

shape propagating along its centre axis or as a squat cylinder propagating radially,
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surface emissive fluxes are obtained from Planck’s radiation law and attenuation

from the fuel-air mixture is neglected unless stated.

6.2.3 Laminar flame calculations

Flame properties required for this study have been computed using an in-house

code developed by Jones and Lindstedt [150]. The chemistry is based on the work

of Lindstedt and co-workers [151,152], the mechanism consists of 168 reactions and

33 species. A laminar flame, propagating freely through a premixed mixture was

considered based on the constant pressure assumption. The boundary conditions of

pressure and temperature were set to 101325 Pa and 298 K respectively. Adiabatic

combustion was assumed in all cases except when the effect of radiation losses was

examined. The burnt gas temperature and species concentration, necessary for

the calculation of the flame emissivity, were extracted from the simulations. The

computational domain for methane-air cases was resolved using 318 nodes featuring

a mesh size of ∼ 3 µm in the reaction zone, while for ethylene and ethane-air

214 nodes were used corresponding to a mesh size of ∼ 4 µm in the reaction zone.

Illustrative species profiles are shown in Figure 6.2, these include CH4, O2 and

CO and final product species H2O and CO2. Carbon monoxide is formed during the

combustion process followed by further oxidation to CO2. Therefore, the CO profile

features a maximum within the reaction zone. Principal combustion products, water

and carbon monoxide, increase steadily throughout the domain. The middle plot

shown in Figure 6.2 shows the rate of production (+ve) and consumption (-ve) of

fuel, oxygen and carbon monoxide. The temperature profile rises steadily during the

carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide oxidisation phase as seen in the bottom plot.

Heat losses have been included in the computation by correcting the temperature

(Tb) via Eq. (6.9), where Tad is the adiabatic flame temperature and β is the heat

loss factor.

Tb = T [1− β(
T

Tad
)4] (6.9)

The objective of the laminar flame calculation is to determine the temperature and

concentrations of principal combustion products. The computed major species con-

centrations (xi) and temperatures can seen in Table 6.2 along with the corresponding
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Figure 6.2: Sample laminar flame calculation for a stoichiometric methane-air mix-
ture, Ti = 298 K, pT = 8 atm. Top: Species concentration (CH4, O2, H2O, CO2

CO); Middle: The corresponding reaction rates for CH4, O2 and CO; Bottom: Tem-
perature profile.

boundary conditions used for each case. The calculated flame temperatures obtained

for all methane-air cases are shown in Figure 6.3. The top and middle rows illustrate

the influence of the mixture stoichiometry and heat losses at an initial pressure of 1

atm. The flame temperature shows a peak at close to stoichiometric concentration.

Furthermore, it is evident that a pressure rise will increase the flame temperature

as shown in the bottom row. The values shown here do not include the impact of

compression (i.e. ambient initial temperature). The corresponding influence of the

flame temperature on the flame surface emissive flux is discussed in Section 6.3.1.
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Table 6.2: Flame properties and boundary conditions for cases studied

Case Fuel φ pT Mole Fraction of Major β Tad Tb Flux∗

(-) (atm) Radiating Species (-) (K) (K) (kW/m2)
H2O CO2

1 CH4 0.8 1 0.1524 0.0757 0 1984 1984 402
2 CH4 0.9 1 0.1685 0.0824 0 2121 2121 510
3 CH4 1.0 1 0.1821 0.0840 0 2212 2212 592
4 CH4 1.1 1 0.1865 0.0738 0 2178 2178 571
5 CH4 1.2 1 0.1834 0.0619 0 2086 2086 496
6 CH4 1.0 1 0.1841 0.0869 0.05 2212 2126 528
7 CH4 1.0 1 0.1854 0.0888 0.10 2212 2018 449
8 CH4 1.0 1 0.1865 0.0907 0.20 2212 1773 299
9 CH4 1.0 2 0.1835 0.0858 0 2232 2232 762
10 CH4 1.0 4 0.1846 0.0872 0 2248 2248 932
11 CH4 1.0 6 0.1852 0.0881 0 2257 2257 1021
12 CH4 1.0 8 0.1857 0.0888 0 2264 2264 1078
13 C2H4 1.0 1 0.1213 0.1076 0 2362 2362 615
14 C2H6 1.0 1 0.1574 0.0965 0 2251 2251 593
15 C2H4 2.0 1 0.0776 0.0259 0 1903 1903 286
16 C2H4 2.0 1 0.0953 0.0427 0.20 1903 1515 150
*Based on 10 m path length
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6.3 Radiation on particles in the unburnt region

from large flame fronts

6.3.1 Radiation from combustion products

The spectral radiance from gaseous combustion products from a stoichiometric

methane-air flame at Tb = 2212 K and ambient pressure for different path lengths

can be seen in Figure 6.4 along with the blackbody distribution. Flame radiation

will approximate that of a blackbody at large path lengths, Moore and Weinberg [2]

have also reported high emissivities of a stoichiometric propane-air flame at 2000 K

using the same method for a 25 m path length. The absorption bands of carbon

dioxide and water vapour overlap at 2.7 and 4.3 µm, which explains the high emis-

sivity reached in these spectral regions even at short path lengths. Furthermore,

it can be seen why laboratory scale flames (i.e. L = 1 m) exhibit low emissivity,

εg = 0.16 and thus are optically thin. The flame emissivity reaches εg = 0.68 at

a path length of 50 m. The path length corresponds to the physical path through

the hot combustion products. Due to the thermal expansion, a 50 m burnt cloud

typically corresponds to an unburnt cloud size of less than 10 m. Finkelnburg [109]

has discussed the conditions for blackbody radiation from extensive gas masses of

equal temperature, one example typically used to corroborate this argument is the

continuous spectrum of the sun. In reality, any isothermal gas can potentially emit

radiation according to Planck’s law which is solely controlled by the absolute tem-

perature given sufficient layer thickness and temperature equilibrium. Reasonable

temperature homogeneity is indeed expected in the burnt gas volume which is sub-

ject mainly to radiative cooling. This simple analysis shows that a vapour cloud

explosion can theoretically approximate a blackbody radiator due to the large gas

volumes and elevated temperatures involved.

The effect of mixture stoichiometry, heat loss and pressure were considered for

a methane-air mixture using from laminar flame calculations. The total mixture

emissivity can be seen on the left hand side of Figure 6.5 while the corresponding

surface emissive flux, calculated using equation (6.7), is shown on the right hand

side. The flame emissivity remains almost constant with changes in the fuel-air

concentration. The resulting flame temperature is a function of the equivalence

ratio, hence, the latter has a clear impact on the emitted surface flux which is pro-
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Figure 6.4: Normalised spectral radiance of principal combustion products of a sto-
ichiometric methane-air flame (Tb = 2212 K) along with blackbody at 2212 K for
comparison. Partial pressure of principal combustion products: pH2O = 0.182 atm,
pCO2 = 0.084 atm, fv = 0.

portional to the forth power of the temperature. For a methane-air mixture the

emissive flux is expected to peak near stoichiometric concentration. Heat losses

occurring during combustion influence both the resulting temperature and prod-

uct concentration. Whilst lower flame temperatures led to higher emissivities the

surface flux is reduced due to the strong temperature dependence. The spectral

radiance of a blackbody will shift to the infrared with decreasing temperature (i.e.

λmax = 1.64 µm at 1773 K to λmax = 1.31 µm at 2210 K) providing a better overlap

with the infrared absorption bands of the principal combustion products leading to

higher emissivity. In addition, the effect of total mixture pressure is examined in

order to account for over-pressures that may occur during the flame propagation.

High pressure increases the partial pressure of gaseous combustion products and to

a lesser extent the temperature which raises significantly both the emissivity and

surface flux. Furthermore, the same mechanism implies that detonation products

will become highly emissive. Based on data obtained using GASEQ [133] for a

stoichiometric methane-air CJ detonation, assuming unit path length, combustion

products can reach an emissivity of 0.40 compared to 0.16 for a deflagration. In

addition, the increased temperature observed in a detonation wave will induce a

significant increase of the flame surface flux.
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flame properties for selected cases can be found in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.6: The influence of the fuel type on the total emissivity for selected stoi-
chiometric fuel-air mixtures as a function of the path length at total pressure, pT =
1 atm. Corresponding flame properties for selected cases can be found in Table 6.2.

The emissivity from other fuels was calculated also for stoichiometric concentra-

tion and assuming adiabatic combustion. These include methane (Case 3, Tb = 2212 K),

ethylene (Case 13, Tb = 2363 K) and ethane (Case 14, Tb = 2251 K) as shown in

Figure 6.6. Again, the shift of the blackbody distribution to visible wavelengths with

increasing temperature is responsible for the lower emissivities observed with more

reactive fuels. The surface emissive flux is similar for all mixtures because temper-

ature and emissivity counter interact each other. For the case of a path length of

50 m the corresponding difference in the magnitude of flame surface flux obtained

with different fuels is less than 10 %. Carbon dioxide absorption bands (i.e. 2.7 µm,

4.3 µm and 15 µm) saturate at much shorter path lengths than the corresponding

water bands. Additionally, at wavelengths shorter than 2.7 µm radiation is emitted

only by water molecules, this coincides with the peak blackbody distribution at such

flame temperatures (λmax = 1.27 µm). This observation leads to the conclusion that

hydrocarbon compounds with more hydrogen atoms will cause saturation at shorter

path lengths given similar flame temperatures.

The emissivity from a rich ethylene-air flame (φ = 2.0) is shown in Figure 6.7.

This stoichiometry is above the sooting limit and a modest soot volume fraction

of 1 x 10−7 is included in the analysis. For comparison, the soot volume fraction
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Figure 6.7: Total emissivity of homogeneous H2O-CO2-soot mixture obtained from
an ethylene-air flame (φ = 2.0, Tb = 1903 K, fv = 1.0 x 10−7) as a function of
the path length. The corresponding flame properties for Case 15 can be found in
Table 6.2.

in premixed ethylene-air [153] and methane-oxygen [154] systems is of the order of

1 x 10−7, while in ethylene diffusion flames it is of the order 1 x 10−6. The gaseous

emissivity is computed using the method described above using data from laminar

flame calculation at adiabatic conditions. The emissivity of soot has been obtained

from Eq. (6.1) and (6.2) using the soot-emission parameter (ks) from Yuen and

Tien [136]. The emissivity of a gas-soot mixture is of the same order as that of the

gas alone for path lengths below 0.1 m, as the path length increases, the combined

emissivity rises steeply reaching almost unity at 10 m.

Furthermore, the influence of the temperature and soot concentration on the cor-

responding emissivity of a gas-soot mixture can be seen in Figure 6.8. The temper-

ature sensitivity was carried out by comparing the adiabatic fuel-rich ethylene-air

case (φ = 2.0) with one that included 20 % heat loss. In addition, three soot volume

fractions have been included in each mixture that relate to a low, moderate and

high soot concentrations [153,155–158]. Unit emissivities are reached around 0.1 m

path length with fv = 1.0 x 10−5 compared to 10 m with fv = 1.0 x 10−7 at the

same temperature. The flame temperature also affects the mixture emissivity but

to a lesser extent. The combined emissivity at a fixed path length depends on the

soot-emission parameter (ks) which is directly proportional to both the temperature
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Figure 6.8: The influence of combustion heat losses and soot volume fraction (fv) on
the total emissivity of homogeneous H2O-CO2-soot mixture as a function of the path
length. Case 15 (–) and 16 (– –) from Table 6.2 have been considered corresponding
to a rich ethylene-air flame of 0 and 20 % heat loss respectively.

and soot volume fraction. Flame temperatures typically vary by a few hundreds

degrees. However, the soot volume fraction can vary by orders of magnitude, hence,

it can greatly impact the total emissivity. The extreme case of 20 % heat loss which

led to a flame temperature of 1515 K has been specifically selected to highlight the

comparatively weak dependence on temperature. Therefore, in a real incident, soot

will ultimate lead to higher emissivity at much shorter path lengths, irrespective of

the overall temperature. Of course, in case of a stratified cloud featuring local tem-

perature inhomogeneities the overall radiative heat emitted will be a superposition

over the total flame surface.

6.3.2 Forward thermal radiation

In order to calculate the radiation received by particles in the unburned region

the flame surface flux has to be estimated first. Assuming the combusting flame

front radiates like a solid radiator the emitted heat flux will strongly depend on the

temperature of combustion products. The maximum surface radiation flux expected

for different flame temperatures and emissivities obtained from Eq. (6.7) is shown

in Figure 6.9. Note that the surface emissive flux corresponds to the emitted power
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Figure 6.9: Surface emissive flux as a function of the flame temperature for different
emissivities. Note that the surface emissive flux corresponds to the emitted power
density rather than the heat transferred to a potential target, thus is a function of
the radiator temperature only.

density rather than the heat transferred to a potential target, thus is a function of

the radiator temperature only. For a stoichiometric methane-air mixture at ambient

pressure the burned products would be at Tb = 2212 K. It can therefore be deduced

that surface fluxes ranging from 1350 kW/m2 for εf = 1.0 to 810 kW/m2 for εf = 0.6

can be expected.

The spatial variation of the ratio of the incident to source flux (I/Io) due to the

absorption from unburned gas mixture, obtained from Eq. (6.8), for three product

temperatures is shown in Figure 6.10. As the blackbody temperature decreases,

the spectral radiance shifts towards the infrared providing a better overlap with the

infrared absorption bands of the fuel-air mixture and, hence, higher attenuation is

observed. Nevertheless, even at the limiting case of 2000 K the attenuated radiation

is 10 and 25 % at 10 and 25 m from the flame front respectively. This suggests that

attenuation from the unburned gas mixture is not appreciable up to 10 m from the

main flame front which is the order of length scale of interest for this study.

The radial irradiance field assuming an average unburned cloud depth of 2 m and

an isobaric expansion coefficient of 6 is shown in Figure 6.11a. The products were

modelled as a squat cylinder and the receptor was assumed to be on the ground.

A flame temperature of 2212 K and unit emissivity was selected as a representative
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Figure 6.10: The ratio of the incident to source flux (I/Io) transmitted through a
fuel-air mixture for different product cloud temperatures. Conditions: collimated
blackbody radiation into a stoichiometric ethylene/air mixture at 1 atm, 298 K and
100 % humidity.

of a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. As the flame propagates radially into the

unburned gas mixture, the products approximate larger characteristic ratios (i.e.

R/H ≥ 5) increasing the level of irradiance received by particles. Therefore, the

magnitude of flux will depend on the surface area of the source (i.e. the radius of

the products) highlighting the specific application to vapour cloud explosions. Also,

off the ground particles may receive different irradiance.
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Figure 6.11: Spatial distribution of irradiance in the unburned region due to flame/ particle geometry for different cloud
radiuses (R/H = 1, 2, 5, 10). Products modelled as a squat cylinder assuming an unburnt cloud height of 2 m. A flame
temperature of 2212 K and unit emissivity was selected as a representative of a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. (a)
The radial irradiance field, combustion products are shown in white (top view), (b) variation of irradiance ahead of the
flame front, horizontal line represents the minimum radiation flux necessary to induce ignitions times below 100 ms [1].
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The distribution of irradiance in the unburned region as a function of the distance

between the particle and flame front can be seen in Figure 6.11b. Assuming a char-

acteristic ratio of R/H = 1, irradiance greater than 250 kW/m2 can be expected up

to a distance of 10 m ahead the flame front. As the burned products approximate

higher R/H ratios, the same level of irradiance (250 kW/m2) can be received up to

25 m ahead of the flame. The first 10 to 25 m into the unburned gas mixture is

critical for the short length and time scales required for radiation to have an impact

on the overall flame propagation. Beyond this region, lower irradiance is expected

reducing the possibility of a kernel forming within a reasonable ignition time. Never-

theless, it has been shown that the radiation levels obtained from the above analysis

are sufficient to ignite a fuel-air mixture [1]. In particular, ignition time scales '
100 ms at an irradiance < 600 kW/m2 were obtained using substrates coated with

a commercially available carbon black powder (acetylene black) in a stoichiometric

butane-air mixture. The estimated and required fluxes are comparatively close and

hence, the flame propagation mechanism proposed by Atkinson and Cusco [27] is

credible. For length scales larger than 10 m, absorption by the fuel-air mixture may

become important, however, as shown earlier the effect is small compared to that of

the view factor.

Moreover, Figure 6.12 shows a comparison with other radiation heat transfer

models, that of coaxial disks and squares, which are more appropriate for confined

geometries. In these coaxial models, the vertical coordinate of the target is linked

with the source size (i.e. burned gas height) which is not a realistic assumption for

heavy vapour clouds. A squat cylinder is a more suitable for representing unconfined

systems as considered in the current study. Nevertheless, these models can be used

to highlight further the importance of the source size. From a heat transfer point of

view, the radiation emitted from a solid radiator with unit area (i.e. Lchar = 1 m)

which is representative of laboratory scale flame sizes and even with unit emissivity

will attenuate simply due to geometric factors at a distance of 2 - 3 m from the source.

Distributions predicted using the model of coaxial squares are slightly higher than

those obtained using the coaxial disks model. This, of course, is expected since a

larger emitting area is taken into account when a square is used. Also, the coaxial

models predict higher irradiance near the flame front and lower irradiance in the far

field compared to the squat cylinder. Again, this is expected since the curvature of

the cylinder causes a geometric attenuation in the near field while in the far field,
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Figure 6.12: Spatial distribution of irradiance in the unburned region due to flame/
particle geometry. Flame modelled as a straight cylinder and planar circular and
square surface. A flame temperature of 2212 K and unit emissivity was selected as
a representative of a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. Horizontal line represents
the minimum radiation flux necessary to induce ignitions times below 100 ms as
reported in Chapter 4.

the surface area of the squat shape is overall larger than the symmetric ones.

Another point that can be raised is the effect of flame area enhancement due to

turbulence. In the above analysis, the flame has been modelled as smooth surface

which is not completely accurate since a turbulent flame front will be wrinkled.

Gouldin [159] and Gouldin et al. [160] have proposed that the area of flamelet

surfaces in turbulent flames can be estimated using fractals. Fractal surfaces are

characterised by self-similarity over wide range of scales [161] and hence, allow

the explicit consideration of multi-scale wrinkling. Turbulence will increase the

ensemble-average flamelet area by an enhancement factor,

Ai
Ao

= (
LI
LK

)D−2 (6.10)

where Ai/Ao is the ratio of the areas at the inner and outer cutoffs, LI is the integral

length scale, LK the Kolmogorov length scale and D the fractal dimension. The ratio
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of the integral and Kolmogorov length scales is expressed by,

LI
LK

= Re
3/4
T (6.11)

where ReT is the turbulence Reynolds number. Assuming a mean fractal dimension

of 7/3 [162,163], the flame surface enhancement factor can be expressed as a function

of ReT .

Ai
Ao

= Re
1/4
T (6.12)

The influence of the turbulence Reynolds number on the flame surface enhance-

ment factor is shown in Table 6.3 – an increase of more than half an order magnitude

can be achieved at high turbulence Reynolds numbers ReT ≥ 1000. The total for-

ward thermal radiation is proportional to the emitting area (Eq. 6.5). Hence,

turbulence will enhance the overall heat transfer. On the other hand, the local

flame surface characteristics may affect the corresponding view factor. Whilst the

flame wrinkling is unlikely to influence the radiation from spatially extended prod-

uct clouds, it is likely to be more important at the initial propagation stages where

the burnt gas cloud shape may be affected by the turbulence length scales.

The fuel dependency on the distribution of irradiance from a square source (Lchar

= 10 m) as function of the distance from the flame front is shown in Figure 6.13.

Assuming unit emissivity and adiabatic flame temperatures obtained earlier using

laminar flame calculations, the forward thermal radiation from methane, ethane and

ethylene flames can be estimated. The flame temperature will influence both the

maximum intensity and the corresponding distribution of irradiance over a given

distance. Hence, in practical incidents the level of irradiance expected on particles

likely to be present ahead of the propagating front will strongly depend on the fuel

Table 6.3: The influence of the turbulence Reynolds number on the flame surface
enhancement factor

ReT Ai/Ao

1 1
10 1.79
100 3.16
1000 5.62
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Figure 6.13: The influence of the fuel type on the spatial distribution of irradiance in
the unburned region due to flame/particle geometry. Case 3 (–), 13 (– –) and 14 (· · ·)
from Table 6.2 have been considered, corresponding to a stoichiometric methane,
ethane and ethylene-air mixture respectively. Flame modelled as a square source
(Lchar = 10 m). Horizontal line represents the minimum radiation flux necessary to
induce ignitions times below 100 ms as reported in Chapter 4.

type.

Finally, radiation from a detonation event may also be estimated. For example, a

stoichiometric methane-air CJ detonation yields a temperature of 2767 K and pres-

sure of 16.6 atm (GASEQ, [133]). The peak irradiance is estimated ∼ 3350 kW/m2.

Furthermore, a detonation wave is expected to be highly emissive as discussed ear-

lier, hence, more than four times higher surface flux can be achieved compared to

a stoichiometric methane flame of weak emissivity (i.e. εf = 0.6). Although not

presented here, it is estimated that radiation levels higher than 750 kW/m2 can be

readily obtained 10 m ahead of a local detonation event.

6.4 Concluding remarks

A generic study has been presented to estimate the radiation levels expected from

a large flame front during a vapour cloud explosion and examine the corresponding

forward thermal radiation posed on particles that are likely to be present in the

unburned gas mixture. Flame radiation emitted from the principal gaseous products
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H2O and CO2 at large optical path lengths has been obtained, results suggest that

given sufficient thermal equilibrium emissivities up to 0.68 can be achieved at a path

length of 50 m. The analysis has been based on a stoichiometric methane-air mixture

using flame properties obtained from laminar flame calculations. Furthermore, a

sensitivity analysis has been carried out for methane-air to account for variations in

the equivalence ratio, mixture pressure and combustion heat losses revealing that

the flux is expected to peak near a stoichiometric concentration due to the strong

temperature dependence. Using a rich ethylene-air mixture it has been demonstrated

that, in the presence of soot, higher flame emissivities can been achieved at much

shorter path lengths. The emissivity of gas-soot mixture will be mainly determined

by the soot concentration and to a lesser extent by the mixture temperature. Hence,

in a real incident, fuel-air mixtures prone to soot formation will ultimate yield higher

thermal radiation at short path lengths. Moreover, the flame surface flux has been

computed using a solid flame model, assuming unit emissivity, radiation flux around

1350 kW/m2 (Tb = 2212 K) can be expected from a stoichiometric methane-air

flame. The distribution of irradiance on particles suspended in the unburned region

will strongly depend on the flame temperature, there will be a fuel dependency

and to lesser extent on the extent of the burned gas. Assuming a stoichiometric,

squat methane-air cloud of unit emissivity and a characteristic ratio R/H =10 ,

irradiance greater than 250 kW/m2 can be expected up to a distance of 25 m from

the flame front. Radiation levels ∼ 600 kW/m2, that are necessary for sufficiently

short ignition time scales (Chapter 4), can be readily obtained for distances up to

8 m from the flame front. The estimated and required fluxes are comparatively close.

Hence, the flame propagation mechanism proposed by Atkinson and Cusco [27] is

credible.
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7 Conclusions

7.1 Summary

The current study considered the hypothesis of a novel vapour cloud explosion prop-

agation mechanism based on forward thermal radiation leading to local ignition

centres ahead of the main flame front. The work has assessed the possibility of dif-

ferent types of fine particles to cause ignition of a surrounding flammable butane-air

mixture, upon heating by an intense electromagnetic radiation. An experimental

investigation has been carried out in which a NIR laser source was used to simulate

the forward thermal radiation and ignition times were established as function of

various parameters (e.g. particle type, size, morphology etc.). The particle surface

temperatures necessary cause ignition and their temporal evolution were also ob-

tained through the use of emission spectroscopy. This enabled the characterisation

of ignition events in terms of particle surface temperature in addition to the time

to ignition. In addition, a computational tool was developed to estimate the radia-

tion levels expected from vapour cloud explosions and to examine the corresponding

levels of irradiance posed on particles present in the unburned gas mixture. The

information was used to compare the experimentally measured incident irradiance

necessary to cause ignition with the theoretical estimates. Results suggest that the

estimated and required irradiance are comparatively close and, hence, the proposed

flame propagation mechanism is credible.

7.1.1 Determination of ignition time scales

The experimental investigation presented in this thesis examined the possibility of

fine powders initiating combustion in explosive atmospheres as a result of illumi-
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nation with moderate levels of radiation that can occur naturally, e.g. from large

vapour cloud explosions. In particular, the type of particles that may induce multi-

point ignition by radiative heating ahead of the main flame front have been identified.

The necessary irradiance and associated timescales for ignition of fuel/air mixtures

have been established in terms of the type of particle, the particle size, the type of

substrate and the fuel-air concentration. The influence of the local flow conditions

adjacent to the illuminated spot on the time to ignition was also explored using two

beam configuration and a range of irradiated area sizes. Ignition times became inde-

pendent of the sample orientation for a beam area > 32 mm2; this showed that when

the irradiated area is sufficiently large, buoyancy effects are suppressed. Hence, in

large scale explosions, where the illuminated areas are much larger that the laser

beam size used in the current laboratory investigation, natural convection is not

expected to hinder ignition. Furthermore, whilst the powder coating was originally

thought to simply enhance the absorptivity of a given substrate, the current inves-

tigation suggests that the process of radiation induced ignition by fine particles is

determined by the properties of the coated powder rather than that of the substrate.

Thus in a real incident, practical hazards may arise from dusts deposited on wide

range of different surfaces. Moreover, it has been shown that repeatable ignition can

be obtained with diverse carbon based powders such as graphite, the C60 fullerene

and diamond powder, as well as for non-reactive powders such as silicon carbide,

iron-, copper- and silicon oxides. The particle size was found to have a significant

impact on the measured time to ignition. Powders made of finer particles lead to

shorter ignition times due to their increased surface area to volume ratio which

reduces both particle and gas heating times.

The investigation of the influence of the mixture stoichiometry revealed that a

wide range of compositions within an actual vapour cloud or other flammable mix-

ture would be susceptible to radiative ignition. The dependence of ignition time

on irradiance has shown that ignition times decreased with increasing irradiance

irrespective of the particle reactivity. Using the highest achievable irradiance of

1.6 MW/m2, the shortest time of 20 ms to ignition was obtained with substrates

coated with acetylene black in a stoichiometric butane-air mixture. Also, with this

carbon black powder, ignition times ' 100 ms were observed at an irradiance <

600 kW/m2. Hence, in relation to the proposed flame propagation mechanism, it is

concluded that reasonable time scales can be obtained at realistic flux levels.
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7.1.2 Determination of particle surface temperatures

Emission spectroscopy, a method for soot particle surface temperature measurements

in flames [112], has been used to determine time-resolved temperatures of irradiated

powders under radiation levels relevant to radiation induced ignition in flammable

atmospheres. This allowed the comprehensive quantification of the particle heating

process for both inert and reactive particles. The dependence of equilibrium tem-

perature on irradiance attained in air by silicon carbide and acetylene black showed

a similar trend with (soot) coated fibrous targets [4]. Furthermore, the rate of tem-

perature rise increases with irradiance for both particle types, which explains the

decrease in ignition times of a surrounding explosive atmosphere. Finer particles led

to enhanced heating rates due to the reduced mass and thermal capacity. Particle

surface temperatures necessary to cause ignition of a surrounding charge were es-

timated from temperature histories obtained in air. Two different ignition regimes

were observed, if the particles are non-reactive the surface temperature plays the

major role in the ignition of the surrounding explosive mixture. For silicon carbide

particles, ignition temperature appeared to be 1200 ± 200 K – these temperatures

were obtained from powders of different particle size. In contrast, for reactive pow-

ders, the temperature appeared to be not the only ignition criterion indicated by

the different values measured with powders that feature similar times to ignition.

Furthermore, previous SEM analysis [1] has indicated that the morphological fea-

tures of acetylene black closely resembles car exhaust related particles. The current

study suggests that this type of particles show the most favourable ignition charac-

teristics with low ignition temperatures, in addition to the shortest ignition times.

In summary, the present work has enabled the simultaneous characterisation of ig-

nition events in terms of surface temperature in addition to the established ignition

time scales. It is believed that data sets produced will enable a multi-parameter

(e.g. temperature and time to ignition) validation of calculation methods aimed at

representing this novel ignition mechanism and thereby support the development of

improved tools for the quantitative assessment of explosion hazards.
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7.1.3 Irradiance field ahead of a propagating premixed

flame front

Flames radiate from the volume rather than from the surface and combustion prod-

ucts become highly emissive at large optical path lengths like those encountered in

large vapour cloud explosions. Findings from the current study suggest that, given

sufficient thermal equilibrium, a methane-air product cloud can reach emissivity

of 0.68 at a path length of 50 m, roughly corresponding to an unburnt cloud size

of 10 m, while the corresponding surface emissive flux peaks at unit stoichometry

due to the strong temperature dependence. Moreover, clouds containing particulate

products like soot, become highly emissive at much shorter path lengths. Hence,

real incidents featuring the formation of large quantities of soot will ultimate yield

higher thermal radiation at the initial propagation stages where the emissivity from

gas cloud alone may not be high. The emissivity of such gas-soot mixtures is mainly

determined by the soot concentration and to a lesser extent by the mixture temper-

ature.

The surface radiation flux expected from a stoichiometric methane-air flame, as-

suming unit emissivity, is around 1350 kW/m2 (Tb = 2212 K). The corresponding

forward thermal radiation will strongly depend on the flame temperature and to

lesser extent on the extent of the burned gas. Assuming a stoichiometric, squat

methane-air cloud of 2 m average unburned cloud depth, irradiance greater than

250 kW/m2 can be expected up to a distance of 25 m from the flame front. Irra-

diance levels ∼ 600 kW/m2, that are necessary for sufficiently short ignition time

scales (Chapter 4), can be readily obtained up to 8 m ahead of the flame. The

estimated and required fluxes are comparatively close and therefore, it is concluded

that the proposed flame propagation mechanism is credible.

7.2 Recommendations for future work

In view of the above conclusions, some future studies are suggested to examine the

implications of the findings presented in this thesis and improve the understand-

ing of the influence of radiation in the propagation of vapour cloud explosions. In

large scale explosions, the expanding gas cloud may disperse particles present on

contaminated surfaces, hence the examination of hybrid quiescent gas mixtures con-
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taining suspended particles would provide a more realistic representation of practical

scenarios. Particles can be dispersed using a particle injector like, Berkowitz and

Oehlschlaeger [103], or a cyclone particle seeder, similar to Sabard et al. [83]. Also,

Lindstedt and Sakthitharan [164] have successfully suspended silicon oil droplets and

aluminium oxide particles in a flame tube using an atomiser and cyclone particle

seeder respectively. The generation of a dust-gas mixture will, inevitably, present

new challenges. However, these can be overcome by careful experimental design.

It is of great importance that any injection system used, can successfully break

up any agglomerated particles down to finer sizes, in order to elongate their corre-

sponding suspension time scales and enable the study of truly quiescent conditions.

Furthermore, particles present in a vapour cloud will scatter radiation and hence,

a theoretical study investigating the corresponding attenuation at different particle

loadings, in relation to the necessary particle densities to cause ignition would be

necessary.

Large scale explosions often feature turbulence due to friction at obstacles present

in the flame path. Turbulence will reduce the probability of radiation-induced igni-

tions near radiatively heated surfaces (if particles are not dispersed) due to convec-

tive heat losses – this has been shown by Moore [17]. However, turbulence is likely to

increase the possibility of particle dispersion ahead of the flame front and the finest

particles will follow the flow into recirculation zones behind obstacles. Furthermore,

as suggested by Atkinson and Cusco [27], fine dust particles that are initially on

the ground, may be raised from the expanding flow and drawn into the boundary

layer near the floor. Hence, the boundary layer flow is likely to contain vortices,

due to surface friction, contaminated with fine dust particles and the distribution of

contamination will not be uniform (Bracco et al. [165]). Nevertheless, irrespective of

uniformity, these vortices will be subjected to radiative loads from the propagating

flame front. Therefore, it would be advisable to examine the ignition characteristics

of fuel-air mixtures containing fine particles in a pre-existing turbulence field. This

information would provide a major step towards bridging the gap between of the

current study and large scale explosions.
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